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Erickson Off to Vale
by Jonah Triebwasser
NYLS Prof. Nancy Erickson has been
..... awarded a full tuition scholarship to attend
n the LL.l\1. program at the Yale UniYersity
1~ School of Law.
Prof. Erickson will be on a leave of
absence for the 1978-19i9 academic year.
She plans to specialize in the study of Constitutional Law, Sex-Based Discrimination
and Family Law.
In commenting on her scholarship,
Prof. Erickson said, "I'm very excited. I
think it is very important for teachers to
take a -:;abbatical to study, for anyone who
want:; to make a careet· of teaching law .
NYLS Prof. Sandra Johnson is :m
Dean E. Donald Shapiro and Prof. Jack Kleiner have contracted with The lawProf. Nancy Erickson
alumnus of the same Yale LL.M. program.
yers Cooperative Publishing Co. for the preparation of a new book entitled, Trial
Handbook For Pennsylvania Lawyers. The book will be written for the bench, bar, and
law student and will concern the basic rules of evidence as applied in every day
courtroom situations.
The contribution of Dean Shapiro, a member of the Pennsylvania bar, is based
By Scott Batterman
Graham maintains that the delivery of
on his expertise in the trial and evidentiary statutes and cases of that state. Prof.
The r eason it takes as long as it does grades was "unquestionably faster'' this
Kleiner, who has practiceei law in Atlanta Georgia, Is author of the book Trial Hand- for the students to receive gr-ade reports year, and that any delays in the system are
book For Georgia Lawyers. Asked about the anticipated impact of the new book Prof. has nothing to do with the computerization as a result of "some p rofessors not handing
KJeiner stated, " It is expected to be carried into the courtroom by the judge and the of the process, or any bureaucratic pro- in grades on time."
lawyer and be used by Jaw schools in evidence seminars."
He went on to explain that ''it takes
cedure. Rather, according to Dean Arnold
The book will be textual in format and will be updated annually. It is expected to Graham who is in charge ofthe system, it is. three weeks to grade papers. Some Probe completed by september 1, 1979.
an una voidable consequence of grading law fessors have 90 students. The grading
- Dennis T. Gagnon school exams.
must be done individually - there are no
objective-type questions. It is a physical
impossibility to grade 80 or so papers in the
middle of teaching classes any sooner."
~ And yet, "by and large, most handed in the
clinical work very seriously and expects
By Gary Reiner
~ grades 'Nhen they were supposed to. Some
Next f.ill, .NYLS will have a new assis- her students to do so also.
were unable to.·· This is given as the major
tant professor in charge of the Geriati:ic
Although Ms. Germany has nevet·
<j
reason for the delay, along with the fact
Caw Clinic. Her name is Robin Genna.ny. practiced law, she does not feel that this
[~ that there is ''no hiatus between fall tenn
What distinguishes Ms. Germany from will affect her ability to teach. She feels
and spring tetm."
others joining the NYLS faculty next fall is that her ex-perience in dealing 'Nith the elthat she is cw1·ently a student at NYLS. derly is the key in the work that she will be
Although there is no formal agreement as doing. Additionally, she feels that she is in
When questioned about the posting of
yet, her position was approved by the per- touch with the issues in her field of law.
grades, Graham pointed out that "appasonnel and faculty committees in March, The issue that she feels is most important is
rently, the faculty does not want to post
and Ms. Gennany says that she will accept finding alternatives to institutionalization.
gTades," and that even ifthey were posted,
t he school's offer.
cu1d. uu pCige J!J
"it may save a day or two, that's all."
Ms. Gennany has a great deal of ex- • - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - •
Actually, according to the people who
perience in the geriatric field. She was a
do the work, Association Systems Inc., the
geriatric social worker for several years
savings in time would be slightly larger.
The professors vade the papers, then
before coming to law school. "One of the
reasons I came to law school is that I'm
by Scott B atterman
be in the area of student contributions. place the grades on an anonymous roster
interested in geriatric law," Robin srud.
The newly elected editorial board of "We've had fine success with solicited art- by exam code. This is then sent to the
The new professor was a student in the the Law Review is headed by Martin icles fr-om prominent attorneys. Now, we r·egistrar, where the roster is "translated"
geriatric law clinic last fall.
Hyman as Editor-in-Chief and Barbara L. hope to expand student material. Many and returned to the professor for adjustWhen asked about the transition from Levine as Managing Editor. Mr. Hyman members of the Law Review are very aca- ment on the basis of class participation. It
student to professor at NYLS, Robin foresees no specific changes in the policy of demieally strong, and we hope to reflect is then sent to Association Systems, via the
stated, "It's going to be very strange to be the new board stating, "We have had very this in the Review. We feel our students regisu·ar, at which time, according to Mr.
here and not be under the kind of pressure good success in the past two years with our are comparable to any students any- 'Stephen Silk, tt is a ''three day cycle f:t·om
I'm under as a student or that any student copyright and tender-offer symposiums, where."
the time we receive them to the time of
is under. r m certainly going to feel much and if we can continue that success, we'd be
The other members of the new board issuing. The cards are then returned to the
more rela xed about that ."
\"et·y pleased...
are: Topics Editor Steve Le\'in; Book Re- school for mailing, although next time we
Ms . Germany believes that being areMr. Hyman, revie\\-mg the work done view Editor Barbara Friedman; Articles \\ill be using a self-mailer to send them out
cent graduate will give her a good pers~· by the Law Review, said that he believes Editors William Gardella, Amy Turner, ow-selves.
tive for wor king \J..i th students. She said the "drastic improvement" in that publica- Walter A. Kretz Jr. , and Andrew BronfThus, from the time the professors
that this " will make her more rational and tion "has basically r eflected the improve- man; Research Editors Theodore L. complete the grading process until the time
humane, simply because my own exper- ment of the school in general. The point is," Hecht, Moacyr R. Calhelha, Denise Davin the gr-ades are mailed out, is approximately
ienl'e has been so recent."
he continued. "the Law Review is the best and Jo H. Schneider: Notes and Comments three days. Graham, in defending the
Robin Gennany wants to be approach- way of bringing to the attention of the legal Editors James O'Gara, J oseph P. Monte- system, remarked that "We use methods
able as a professor . She wants to be avail- profession and law schools in general, the leone, David Commender and Steve similar to other schools. We keep in contact
able for problems and open to change. But improvement in the school. If we have con- Shrufstein; and Associate Editors Nancy 'Nith every other school, and this is the
she also savs that she will not let students tributed to this improvement, we are very D'Aurizio, Perry Cacace, Mitch Posilkin, same system Brooklyn Law School uses. "
take advantage of her simply because she pleased."
Joseph Zelmanovitz, Bonnie Sieradzki and As to the potential savings in time available
was recently among their ranks. She takes
One change he did contemplate would Michael Julian.
co ld. on pl!ge 19

l.
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Graham on Grade Reports

Student Switches to Teacher
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I Law Revl·ew Elects New Board I
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News in Brief

Wagner Moot Court Draws Labor Law Luminaries
.
..

EQUITAS in Syndication
Feature articles by Associate Editor
.
Richard Grant and Editor-in·Ch.ief Jonah
• ~
I I t I I • f t f •
..
'
. .
. .
Triebwasser have been reprinted in
various non-legal publications this year,
but the syndication champ is Gene
Szuflita's crossword puzzle. The puzzle
appears in several other law school
newspaper:; every month.
EQUITAS does not charge these
other publications for the use of our
material, but we do ask that proper credit
be given, so that the name of New York
Law School i:; soread across the country.
.\ nA-OC J ob List
CHICAGO - 'What jobs are available,
whom to contact and how much the
government pays are some of the subjects
covered in The Washingto n Want Ads: A
Guide to Legal Careers in the F ederal
Government. The 152-page guide was
published by the American Bar
As.-;ociation's Law Student Division.
In the introduction, author Susan
Gilmore generally discusses hiring policies,
the type of work involved, promotions, job
bel'}tfits, mobility, how to apply and
availability of swnmer jobs.
The guide portion is divided into four
sections covering legal job opportunities in
the legislative, e.xecutive and judicial
brdllches and in the independent agencies.
Copies of The Washington Want Ads
are available by \\Titing to the American Bar Association, Order Billing Department 527, 1155 E. 60th Street.
Chicago, Ill.. 60637. The price is $7.50;
Dean llllr'INIII UppmM. Administrative ~ Allc:e NewrMn, former Mayor however, members of the ABA Law
Student Dh;sion may purchase the 152Robert Wagner, and fonner EQUITAS editor Diane lushewitz
page volume for $5.

Tony Scanlon Addresses Richmond Scouts

Secretary-Registrar Anthony J.
Scanlon recently spoke to a group of
Explor er Scouts on the recent history of
legal education in America. The scouts,
high school j uniors and seniors, are
members of an Explorer post under the
guidance of Richmond County District
Attorney Thomas R. Sullivan, from whom
t hey are learning much about law and the
legal process. Mr. Scanlon was invited to
speak to them by recent graduate and
fonner E QUITAS editor Cannen J.
Cognetta, Class of 1973, an Assistant

Prof. Gh·es Talk
Professor Peter W. Schroth will speak
on comparative environmental law and
comparative products liability at three
conferences this Au~st. His paper on the
comparative law of citizen participation in
environmental decisionmaking will be
presented on August 6 at the American
Bar Association's annual meeting here in
New York. It will then be published in
Forum, the law review of the A.B.A.
Section of Insurance, Negligence and
Compensation Law.
His first paper on products liability
and consumer protection in American and
comparative law will be presented in
Be!gr.u:le in mid-August. Another paper on
products liability in American and
comparative law will be presented at
the 'renth International Congress ofCompal'ative Law in Budapest, Hungary,
at the end of August. The latter has just
appeared as a chapter in the book Law in
the U.S.A. itt the Bice11tennial Era,
published by the American SOciety for the
Comparative Study of Law, Inc.
New York Law School became a
Sponsor Member of the A.S.C.S.L. in
1978, naming Professor Schroth to the
Board of the Americ:an Jounurl of
Comparflfi ,·e L•lW.
~eed Something Notarized?
There are several places around the
school where students \\ith school tDs can
get papers notarized. Three of them are:
the faculty secreta~ies (1st floor, 47
Worth); Dean Lippman's office (6th floor,
5i Worth); and the EQUITAS office
(Ba.;,ement, 47 Worth). Please be sure to
have proper identi.Ocation.

District Attorney for Richmond County.

Mr. Scanlon termed it, "Quite interesting.
They were very interested in the
admissions and selection process, and were
a very literate group." Mr. Scanlon also
recounted that he gave a good account of
NYLS, as he did in a similar talk he
recently took part in at Mercer UniverSity
in Atlanta, Georgia, this time before a
group of students of the Legal System and
Law Enforcement.
-Scott Battennan

The Official
Bookstore of NYLS
e CASEBOOKS
e TEXTBOOKS
e DICTIONARIES
e

e LAW CASSETTES
e RESTATEM ENTS
e REVIEW BOOKS

AND ALL OTHER SCHOOL NEEDS

* *NOW AVAILABLE**

NYLS T-Shirts!
CH.YA'f

Cl.D.C

8 PIECE OUTFIT

Vlrlfar XC4

*** * *****************

11a. 71

VIVITAR

Vlvltar
Electronic
POCKET KIT
Flash
POINT AND SHOOT WITH
MODEL 265
BUll T IN ELECTRONIC FLASH
MODEL 283
SPECIAL PRICES
MODEL 273
MOST VIVIT4R LENSES AVAILABLE AT SPECI AL PRICES

$27.78

SPECIAL SALE
FOR THE LOWEST PRICES
ON ALL
PRICES ON ALL
PHOTOGRAPHIC EQ.
VIVITAR LENSES
CALL- 226·1014
SEE US FOR ALL OF YOUR PHOTOGRAPHIC NEEDSQUALITY DEVELOPING & PRINTING AT DISCOUNT PRICES .

SPECIAL NOT£· THE STUDENT BAR
ASSOCIATION OF NYLS RECEIVES A
PERCEN TA GE OF GIL'S BUSINESS

*** * *****************
COME IN, SIT DOWN, RELAX
11\1 THE BASEM ENT OF
47 WORTH STREET
M, J & K COM PANY -

57 Worth Street
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Prof. Chen: Scholar Committed To Human Rights
by Bill H olm
Dr. Lung-chu Chen, Professor of law
at i:\YLS and research affiliate in law at
Yale
Schuol. earned his LL.B. suntnm c'/1111 luude in 1958 at t-;ational Taiwan
l.JniYet-sity, where leg-,d education is patterned on the civil Ia\\ :;ystem. His direct
exposure to the Amen<."an legal system began in 1900 when he undertook graduate
studies in law at Northwestern University.
After t.'Ompleting his military service
in Taiwan. Prof.. Chen was faced with a
numbet· of alternative.\\. Though he ranked
fir st of 4000 participants in the National
Examination for judgeship and other high
go,emmental post:> in 195i, he decided to
become u scholar and, thus, act.>epted a
Ford FoWtdation fellowship offered by
:\orthwestern.
After earnin~ an L L.)l. from ~orth
w~tern, he moved to Yale Law School,
where he t·eceived an LL.M. and a J.S.D.
He completed hi:< doctoral di.-.settatior. under the supen ision of Professor :\lyres S.
McDoug-al. Pmf. Chen's association with
Pt·of. McDoug-,d date:; back to Chen":s days
at National Taiwan University where he
fin-tleamed of McDoug-al's policy-oriented
jurisp1udence from his teachers who had
studied at Yale. Chen':; study of and enthusiasm for thi:-; juri::<pl'udential approach
earned him a personal introduction to his
future mentor during ~lcDougul's visit to
Taiwan in 1!-l!iiJ, which de\'elopecl into his
ultimate affiliation\\ ith Yale La\\ &hool,
fi1~l as a J.,'l"Uduate fellow and later as a
faculty member, and his continuing collaboration with Prof. ~lcDoubral
While Prof. Chen has a broad background m American law, at presem he is
teaching two cours~ here at N Y LS: Constiluuonal La\\ and Conflict of La\\"· Hi:>
\\Ork 111 the field of Hum;m Rtght:. and hiS
b,tekJ."l'Ouud m lntet·national um compl~
ment llw teachmg ot these t\\o <.'Ourses.
An) mqmry mto Consututional Law necessru1b lll\ oh " fundumcntal b:-ue~ of human 11ght:-. for which our Con::,tituuou is
establli!hed and m.lintamed. Conlli<.'t of
Lll\\" 1:- ltke\\ 1se complemented, expedally
mlight ol the mc1-easmgl) importamrolt.: of
mchncluals and pl'l\'.tte .tSsociauon., in
tt'alls-,..,tale anrlttun,·national interactwns
and the It :>senmg d1stmction het\\een public ami prh ,\tt' Ulternationallaw.
P1·of. Chen is author and coauthor of
nUlllei'QU:> mtide:-. on human rights anu internatlOillil IU\\. He ha:- been "orking, in
col:tboration '' ith P!·ofe:>:;ors )lcDougal

lll<lllY clept'i\'ations of human rights, efforts
at·e made ''to disco\'er and build upon the
dynamk· mterplay bet\\een trans-national
and national pru<.·es'se:- of decision and their
t·el'iprocal impacts, and to de\'elop appropriate principles and pro<:edures for relating complementm·y general prescriptions
to pmticular in;:;tances, tht-ough mobilization of all rele\'allt intellectual skills." The
que.\ition of implementation is considered,
"not merely in te1·ms of isolated sanctions
and tt'chnical pt-oe:edures, but in relation to
the whole ongoing wol'ld e:onstituti\'e pt'Ote~:-; of authoritative decision."

La''

Prof. Lung-chu Chen
and Hru·old D. Lasswell. on a comprehensive multi-,·olume treatise entitled Human
Rights and World Public Order: The Bas ic Policies of an International Law of
Human Dignity. Pruts of this projectE:>d
u-eatise have alt-eady appeat·ed in vatious
law 1-eview::;, the two mo:-.t t'ecent of which
are: "The Aggregate lnte1't!st in Shm'(..od
Respect and Human Right:;: The Harmonization ofPublic Onle1· and Civic Ot·der," ~~
:-.i.Y .L.S. L . Rev. tx:3-:~51 (1977) an<.I"Human Rights und World Public Order: Human Rights in Comprchen:-;h·e Context,"
7:!~"' - \.:. L . Re,·. 2:!7-:~07(1977l.
ln his scholarly writing:- on human
r1ght.s, Prof. Chen make$ an efio11 to IOt·ate
human nght:; m thmr most comvrehen-.h·e
conmmnit)· context, espectally in light of

the !'ising ~.--onm1on demands for human
dignity \'lliue.s and of the pt'e\'alence of
deplinttion:-; ru1d non-fulfilbnents at-ound
the wol'ld. ru1d in t-elation to all relevant
pt-oce:;ses of authmitative deci:>ion. In applying the policy oriented approach, attempts are made to specify "the substanth'e (.'On tent ofthe vruious pattitular 1ight:s
whos~: pt·otcction i.s sought in an emerging
g-lobal Rill of Rights and many an~·illary
cxpre:-:sion:-;. ·· While ;:;pecial attentton is
gi\·cn to "the cot-e value of res~ct," conccl'll exte ntl:; to "the shaping and sharin~ of
,til \ alues ~:mbt'Ul~d within the concept of
human dignity, including power, wealth,
cnlightenrnem. skill. well-being, affection
and r~:ctitude.''
In :;eeking practical t-emedies to the

ll is this :;ame emphasis that Pl'Of.
l'hl'n seeks to bl'ing.to beru· in co-editing
Human Rights, Hll ABA quruterly that is
being edited by ~YLS. In addition to his
cditorialt·e:;ponsibility for Human Rights,
Pro[ Chen is a member of the Human
Hight:- Committee of the Ametican Branch
of th~ Intemattunal La\\ A..;..'<Jciatil·n: a
mem!K•1· of the Sub-Committee on the lnll'l'llHliolml Protection of Humrut Rights by
the ~lubtlization of Public Opinion of the
lntl'11laticmal Law A.."Sociation: and a memlwl' of the Study Panel on International
Human Htghl:-. Law and Its Implementation of the American Society of lntemational La''.
l'1·of. Chen is stt·ongly committed to
study of human rights. He believes the
principal task of scholars is that of enlightt•nmcnt. Humalll'ight~ are to be \'lewed in
'I) namil', bt·oad perspl'cti\'es. "When \\'e
talk about thl' :.tudy of la\\." he ~ys, "in
the final unalysis we are concel'lled with
human right:- -the quality oflife fo1· eYery
lht~

CUIII. 0/1 Pll[l£
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Placing Graduates With "Big 8" Firms
By Peter A. Scheschuk
!II'YLS :students \\1th undergraduate
degrees in accounting no" have another
job market a\·ailable to them according to
Profe~or George l\1. Schain. Director of
the Faculty Placement Committee. He has
been working \\ith "Big Eight'' accounting
firms and other large national accounting
firms in an effort to place NYLS gr1duates.
The background required for these
positions is an accounting deg:t·ee and a
C.P.A. certificate or lhe willmgn~s to
lake the necessary steps to sit for the

C.P.A. examination. Preference would be
given to those who also have an 'M.B.A.
degree in accounting or taxation. To sit for
the C.P.A. exam a candidate must ha\'e
had two years of auditing experience which
could be obtained through the~e finn;:. In
addition, NYLS has a joint MBA/JD
program with Baruch College which
enables sludents to obtain an M.B.A.
degree while earning their J.D.
The opportunities available in the
accounting firms are in their tax
departments where graduates would be

. .- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - . \\orking \\-ith non-attorney C.P.A.'s as
well as attorneys. Each person is given a
XEROXING
OFFSET
RESUMES
client list for whom they perform work on
mcome taxes (indi\idual. partnership.
While-U-Wait Service•
corporation), estate and gift taxe:;, and
estate planning. There is generally no Tax
Cow-t litigation. Client.:5 of large
accounting firms include "Fortune 500"
companies. Law firms also request the
*21 Warren Street
expertke of these firms in accounting and
12 John Street
tax matters.

PHILIPSON PRESS

732-8746,47
XEROX copies (81h x 11 ) 5 cents each, (above 100- 4 cents each )

Compensation varies \\ith the
individual. Most of these accounting firms
OFFSET PRINTING
APPEAL PRINTING
are nationwide, therefore a choice of
8JAa X 11
30 Appeals or Briefs
locations is usually available. In addition,
(includes ,binding)
some finns have as many as 1000 partners,
one side
so partnership opportunities are also
both sides
available. Upon leaving the firm, efforts
100 $2.80
$5.60
Up to 25 pages••• $1.95/page
are
made to place employees with client
500 $6.35
$11.70
26 to 75 pages... $1. 70/page
companies. Many of the finns have also
1000$9.95
$17.90
75 to 150 pages••• $1.50/page
expressed an interest in reimbursing
NEW SERVICE: Color enlargements from 35 mm slides
students who go on for the LL.M. in
~. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Taxation.

Prof. George Schain
Prof. Schain emphasizes that the days
of the elastic arm bands and green eye
shades are long gone. "Big Eight"
accounting firms are totally modern,
professional, and most ministerial functions ru·e performed by computers. ''Most
Importantly" S<tys Prof. Schain "is that the
Jppottunities are there."
Students interested in these positions
should bting their printed resumes to the
office of Vera Sullivan, Career Counseling
and Placement Office Director, and specify
that they are applying to the accounting
firms.
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The Gold Report II
Editor's l\ ole. At Ute request ofDean Shaprro, am:l as a public ~>en'lce to our readers, ave
are reprinti7lg, verbatim, the lntest building report ofDr. Albert Gold.
If you have any comments or ~;uggestio1ls on the tleiL' lmildiug plans, please send
tltem directly to: Dean E. DonaldSJr.apiro, NYLS, 57 Worth Street. New York, .VY 10013.
Dealt Shapiro is especially mtere.st~ iu the opinio11,s ofthe students and alumni.

OUTLINE PROGRAM: NEW FACILITIES FOR NEW YORK LAW SCHOOL
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BASEMENT
1-stack area
2-reader area
3-typing room
4-group study
5-library elevator
6-stairs
7-cafeteria
8-grlll
9-bookstore

INTRODUCTION
This report is a revision of the preliminary program of August 1977, based on
extensive discussions with members of the New York Law School's administrative staff,
faculty, students, and trustees. It is the natural next step in the iterative process referred
to in the earlier document.
Substantial changes have taken place. The program now envisions the use of a larger
site covering some 20,000 square feet with a low-rise structure having only five stories
above ground level. This might encompass either the entire parking lot area or the
"through-block" site of the earlier report plus numbers 49 and 53 Worth Street. The
emergence of the low-rise format is the result of a number of factors. Vertical
transportation is easier; the floor space which must be given to columns is reducid. Most
importantly, areas which should have access at or near ground level can be placed there.
The library is carried essentially as a self-contained structure and can be so operated.
One advantage of this separateness is that it allows one to choose between erecting an
entirely new building or using new plus renovated space. ln the latter case the "throughblock'' site would contain all non-library functions. The library would remain as is while
this portion was built. Numbers 49 and 53 Worth would then be remodelled for library
use, freeing 57 for sale or other disposal
In either event, the program contains approximately J.:.JO,OOO usable square feet of
space plus a sub-basement level for mechanical equipment and storage.
The program calls for a library \\;th a capacity of approximately 300,000 volume~,
including microfonns, and ~~eating space for 600 readers. Classrooms, containing seats for
940 students, are provided. These range in size from small seminars for 10 through an
amphitheater to seat 250 having movable partitions to make the larger ,paces subdividable. Private office space for approximately 42 faculty members along with
additional offices for adjunct faculty, faculty seminar and conference rooms, library,
lo1,1nge, private dining room are included. Administrative spaces are divided into two
groups. One, including the admissions, placement, and financial aid function~. is placed
next to the student lounge. In the other, the remaining major administrative functions are
clustered for effective supernsion. Student activities areas include two large :;paces for
the La\\ Review and .!ltudent newspaper and 10 smaller offices m various convenient
location:>. A caft:teria ~t:ating 800, a book:-ture, a stuuent loungt: s~ling 200, Iocken> for
500-('00 students are pro\ided along \l.ith a generous ceremonial lobby space.
Important matters like bathrooms, telephone facilities, receiVing areas and lllOlil
horizontal circulation areas are not spelled out in this revision.
~o pro,ision has been made for clinical space. Thi.s orrussion results from a lack of
prectSe definition of the ~pace requirement:. an the one hand and the feeling on the other
that uch an acti \'lty can be mcorporated into one of the ,chool's older buildings at a later
date. Alternativel.J, some bookstore or cafeteria space, as presently specified, could be
converted to the purpose without enonnous loss of function.
The remainder of this report is organized in three major divisions. The first re\-ie\\ :.space requirements by function. :specifying areas needed to sene various purposes and
reviewing the funct10nal groupings, or as they are sometimes called, "adjacencie:.," that
are desired. The second gives a graphic presentation oft he program ll!'ing a20,000 square
foot floor plan of a building site that does not correspond with precision to any that are
available, but is rather like using the entire parking lot. Its purpose is to aid the reader in
understanding the implications of the requirements of the preceding section. It merely
restates them in a different order using a graphical aid. The section discusses the
economics of construction and operation.
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FIRST FLOOR
1-Llbrarian
2-Sec'y
3-Asst. librarian
4-catalogue
5-catalogue Clerk
6-reader area
7 -staff space
8-microforms
9-other media
10-lexis
11-group study

,,

13-reserve stacks
14-lockers
15-Main elevators
16-stairs
'17-Student Lounge
18-Piacement
19-Financlal Aid
2()-0ffice
21-Lobby
22-Admlsslons
23-Acquisitions

.2.2.
2,1

Leonard St.

FUNCTIONS AND ADJACENCIES
Library
The library is a self-contained unit of approximately 50.000 S<JUare feet of net
assignable space (here and henceforth all areas are stated in terms of net assignable
square feet). Access is to be at a single entry point at ground level. The library is to have
an interior private elevator, both for the transport of readers and librMy materials. An
interior staircase of esthetically pleasing form should also be included to encourage
walking up and down by readers. The ground level entry area of the library, assumed for
the sake of this discussion to be divided into five levels, should contain, in addition to the
entry point, all oft he staff functions of the library, reserve stacks, microforms and other
media, and l.exis.
A reserve stack area of 400 square feet should be adjacent to the control desk. Lexis
should be given 200 square feet adjacent to that, 'A--ith another 200 square feet for other
media and 800 square feet for microforms. The librarian should be provid~ with a 200
square foot private office adjacent to a 100 square foot secretarial area adjacent thereto a
200 square foot office area for the assistant librarian. 200 square feet should be provided
as cataloger's office, and adjacent to that, 600 square feet for catalog clerks, including
generous stack space. The acquisition department should be next to catalog clerks and
requires approximately 1400 square feet. It should be next to microfortnl) and other media
mentioned previously. 900 square feet near the librarian and assistant librarian's offices,
should be devoted to general staff space. Two 200 square foot group study rooms should
be included on this main floor. The remaining 3300 square feet of a,rea opening into wide
circulation space should be available for readers. This will accommodate about 115 seat:o;
approximately 50 of these should be carrels. All available interior wall space in this area
should be devoted to single face, open shelving of esthetically pleasing design to
accomodate duplicates of the most heavily used volumes in the collection.
C"OIII. Ull JXIUI: .;
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SECOND FLOOR
1-stack area
2-reader area
3-typing room
4-group study
5-seminar room
6-activity room
7-MootCt.
8-classrooms
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THIRD FLOOR
1-stack area
2-reader area
3-typing room
4-group study
5-seminar
6-offlce
7-classrooms
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FOURTH FLOOR
1·stack area
2-reader area
3-typlng room
4-group study
5-adjunct office
&-seminar
7-student activities office
8-l.aw Review
9-Equltas
1G-sec'y
11-faculty offices

by Leonard Ross
Dr. Albert Gold has revised his preliminary building report of August 1977 after
substantial student and faculty criticism (EQUITAS Oct. "77). This plan calls for an
L-shaped, five-story building sitting on property 200' x 250' on each axis. There are
several problems with the report beyond its questionable perspectives and lack of
recognition of present assets.
First, Gold arbitrarily appraises the proposed library to be interchangeable with a
renovated facility at 53 Worth, a mildly asserted altemative. The two structures. are not
comparc:1ble; if53 Worth were 100% renovated as a library, it would consist of about25,000
sq. ft. , as opposed to the proposed libr.u-y with 50,000 sq. ft. The administration likes that
idea and is renovating the first floor for library space.
Second, and more important, Gold plans for only one elevator to serve the selfcontained library. This is plainly in!'uffi('ient. A five floor library and a student body of
over 1.000 cannot be adequately accommodated in one self-service elevator; it is simply a
physical inconsistency. Indicative of Gold's lack of awareness of building problems, this
writer should like to know where is the library elevator lift machinery to be located, in the
faculty offices immediately above the shaft.?
The pretru.e of the plan ('ails for a new structure to provide for all of the school's
needs. however no account is made of the present facilities. Accordingly, if the building is
built as designed. NYLS will duolicate administrative office:', faculty dining room.
~tudents' lounges and facult offices. This only <.'all~ mto question the Administr-ation':s
plans for the present facilities, particularly 57 Worth wnich would be gutted of all present
use; Dean Beam has denied any plans to dllipose of the building, but the Gold report
acknowledges that the new building would free 57 Worth for disposal.
Apparently the Administration is dissatisfied \\ith the new report and has hired the
firm of F isher & Fisher to plan reno,·ation of53 Worth St. Architectural pl.an:s anticipate
comprehensive office space for all of the clinical programs offered at NYLS; these needed
facilities will be located in the basement of the building with a separate entrance. There
will be a basement passage connecting into the rear of Gil's. To relieve the pressure on the
overtaxed library, the first floor of 53 Worth is to be renovated into library space to house
the reporters presently on the ninth floor of 57 Worth. This will eliminate excessive use of
the elevators and provide easier ground floor access to the most used resources of the
libl"ary. Also, the Froessel Library and the new stack area will be connected by a passage
toward the rear ofthe building effectively creating one large library complex. Dean Bearn
states this renovation will be done and in use during the 78-79 school tenn.
Although this plan does attack the problems oflac.k of space and overtaxed facilities,
the net effect ·will be to further the segregation of reference material and work space,
while the main reporters will be on the first floor and easily accessible, the law reviews
and the bulk of usable study space will remain on the eight and ninth floors and the
mezzanine. The happy .NYL..'l student can get the book (if it's there) on the first floor and
trek up to the ninth floor to read; the eoitome of good planning.
Plans have not yet been drafted for the upper floors of 53 Worth. Extension of the
libl"ary to the second floor is being considered, but there are structural problems invohing
:.upport of the weight of the common law.
This decision to renovate 53 Worth partially as a library in light of the Gold report can
only call attention to the Administration's consistently inconsistent position on the subject
of a new building. If there is to be a new building. then let competent architects be
employed, designs be dra·wn and the building built.

Gold Tieport II...
rrmt . .fi'OIII /)(fOe~

FIFTH FLOOR
1-facutty offlce8
2-sec'y
3-adjunct office
4-faculty library
5-faculty lounge
&-faculty dining rm.

7-kltchen
8-seminar
9-registrar

10-office
11-asst Dean & treas.
12-asst Dean- faculty
1~velopment

14-conference
15-0ea"l's study
1&-oe.l's office
17-reception area
18-sec'y
19-assoc. Dean

10

II

The second level of the library is devoted to the reports, reporters, and statutes. It
contains 50,000 volumes stored in stacks covering 3,500 square feet. Here, as throughout
the library, it is assumed that stacks are 7-shelf double-faced, with 30-inch aisles and a
book count of approximately 5 per rUnning shelf foot. The overall planning figure is 0.07
square feet per volume. In addition there should be one 200 foot group study and two 100
square foot typing rooms on this level. The remainder of the floor, approximately 6,000
square feet, wm provide a reader area containing 200 seats, half of which should be
carrels.
The other three levels of library (one could be in the basement) should each be divided
into a reader area, accommodating approximately 90 seats, and a stack area for 75,000
volumes using a bit over 5,000 square feet. In addition each of these levels should contain a
200 square foot group study and two 100 square foot typing rooms.
Classroom Spaces
The "menu'' of classroom spaces is as follo\\.'8:
-Two classrooms seating 125 each, which can be combined into a single 250-seat
space by a movable partition.
-Two classrooms of 100 seats each combinable by a movable partition.
-Two classrooms seating 75 each.
-One classroom for 50, separated from a moot courtroom by a movable partition.
-One moot courtroom seating approximately 50.
- Six seminar rooms seating 20 each in the classroom areas.
- Two seminar rooms for 10 each, one associated physically with each of the two
"clusters" of faculty offices.
Classrooms should be close to one another, at the lowest practical point in the
building and cover no more than two floors. The classrooms seating 75 or more should be
pitched or otherwise ammged in amphitheater style. Fixed strip desk and movable
seating should be used throughout the larger classrooms. Each oft he joinable pairs of100,
125 seat classrooms should be pitched to a common focal point for large lectures.
Each classroom should be equipped with speaker's platform, desk for seated
presentations, lectern and podium for standing presentations, blackboard, and when
necessary, public address amplification sys~m.
cont. on p<1ge 6
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Excellent acoustics pennitting the lecturer and other students to hear student
responses are critical.
Empty electrical conduit emanating from a central point should be provided to each
classroom enabling later installation of cable for instructional television and similar uses.
An "activity office" of200 square feet shouJd be adjacent to the moot courtroom and
be usable as judicial chambers.
Classroom area corridors should be wide, preferably no less than 10 feet, to
encourage student mixing and conversation.
Approximate net assignable floor areas for classrooms of various sizes areas follows:
125 seats: ~000 square feet; 100 seats: 1600 square feet; i5 seats: 1200 square feet; 50
seats: 1000 square feet; 20 seats: 400 square feet; 10 seats: 200 square feet.
Provision of natural light to the classrooms is highly desirable. Using task lighting,
perhaps in the form of strip lighting on student desks, should be seriously considered.
Faculty Offices and Related ~as
Faculty offices should be divided into two "clusters." Each cluster should consist of
approximately 20 private offices, each of 150 square feet, two offices for adjunct faculty,
each of30Q square feet, a conference room of300 square feet, a small seminar of200 square
feet, and a secretarial area of at least 250 square feet adequate to accommodate two
secretaries.
One cluster should also include a faculty library of about 1,000 square feet, adequate
to comfortably seat over 20 and to hold stacks for more than 5,000 volumes. A facuJty
lounge of 900 square feet seating approximately 30 should be included in this cluster as
should a faculty dining room of some 1400 square feet arranged to seat 40 graciously for
lunch. A pantry and kitchen of 300 square feet are to be adjacent to the faculty dining
room.
The second cluster of faculty offices should be near offices for the Law Review and
student newspaper, each covering 900 square feet, and four 150 square foot student
activities offices.
Every effort should be made to place as many faculty offices as possible in a position
where they may have windows with pleasant views. Each faculty office i<> to contain space
for a desk, desk chair, seating for three guests, desk server, two-drawer file, coat closet,
and a minimum oflOO running shelf feet of book storage space. Every reasonable means of
providing amenity and dignity to these offices, including the use of carpeting and carefully
designed decor, is highly desirable.
Administrative Facilities
Administrative facilities are physically divided into two groups. One for admissions,
placement, and financial aid should be placed immediately adjacent to the student lounge
and near the lobby on the street level floor. Admissions should be provided with 800
square feet of open space. Placement and financial aid require a total of 800 square feet,
including two private offices, each of 150 square feet, and two interview rooms each of60
square feet.
The remaining administrative space, including the Deans' Offices and other
functions, shouJd be placed at or near the top of the building and should, if they share a
floor, share it with one of the faculty office clusters (preferably that which includes the
library, lounge. and dining room). The Dean and Associate Dean should each be provided
with an office consisting of 400 square feet. These offices should be separated by an
immediately adjacent 200 square foot enclosed secretarial area. The Dean's office should
be adjacent to a Dean's study ofiOO square feet. It would be highly desirable if this study
were adjacent to a conference room, also of200 square feet. A reception area of600 square
feet, including reception desk and seating area for visitors, should be provided to serve
the Dean's and Associate Dean's office. A pathway should be provided whereby the Dean
may leave his office without encountering visitors waiting in the reception area.
The development office, encompassing 900 square feet, including a 150 square foot
privat~ office, should be adjacent to the Dean's reception area.
The Registrar's office should consist of2400 square feet, including a 150 square foot
office. Adjacent to this, the Assistant Dean and Treasurer should be provided with 1,500
square feet of total space within which are included two 150 square foot private offices.
Next to this the Assistant Dean-Faculty should be accommodated in 900 square feet of
which 150 square feet be set aside as a private office.
Circulation space on the administrative floor should be generous, maintaining a
minimum corridor width of 10 feet between the elevators and all of the major functional
areas on this floor.
Student Activities and Public Areas
Six student activity offices of between 150 and200 square feet should be provided in
close association with the classroom areas. One of these offices should be adjacent to the
moot courtroom to serve as a judicial chamber. Four more 200 square foot student activity
offices should be included adjacent to one of the clusters of facuJty offices. That same
general area should also include a 900 foot area for the Law Review and a 900 square foot
for the student newspaper·.
A cafeteria, seating approximately 300, should be provided, probably in the
basement. It will provide short-order and vending machine food service only. 8,000 to
9,000 square feet will be required.
A bookstore of 1,000 square feet should be provided. It might be adjacent to the
cafeteria.
A main student lounge seating 200 and consisting of 4,000 square feet should be
provided on the entry floor. It should be adjacent to placement. financial aid, admissions
offices, and to a locker area. A locker area for approximately 500 half-height lockers will
require about 1400 square feet and should be adjacent to the student lounge. For
convenience, it should also be on the entry level floor.
OTHER BUILDING FACILITIES
Mechanical plant, vault and general storage areas should be accommodated, ifpossible, in
the sub-basement. Remaining sub-basement space should be reserved for expansion of
the library.
&!if-service elevators in the "non-library'' segment of the building must provide
rapid vertical transport. Specifications should be given in detail, based on the study of a
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transportation model of the design proposed.
Convenient toilet facilities for men and women shouJd be located on each tloor and
within each major area (e.g., each library floor) adequate to serve the needs of the users of
the respective portions of the building. Public telephones would be located in or near
cafeteria, lounge. and classroom areas, and near the entrance to the library.
GRAPHIC REALIZATION OF THE PROGRAM
This section of the report gives a graphic illustration of how the program set out
previously might be realized on a 20,000 square foot plan having a basement level and
five stories above ground. The shape corresponds roughly, but not accurately, to the
use of the entire parking lot area, though in a scheme like this, the independence of
the library and the insensitivity of the design to its precise shape would make revision
either to the lot actually available or to an alternate plan using the two older adjacent
buildings rather than the Leonard Street frontage, simple. Description will proceed
from the bottom up, though this is not necessarily the most logical way of thinking
about the building.
Basement: The basement includes the cafeteria and bookstore under the main
portion of the building. The remainder of the basement area is devoted to library use and
is not connected to the cafeteria. This is a general library area and contains, in addition to
reader and stack areas, a group study and two typing rooms. Note that the library has its
own private elevator and stair.
Entry Floor: The entry floor contains a large lobby space with wide corridors leading
to elevators and to the library wing of the building. Adjacent to the lobby is the admissions
office. Next to that is the placement and financial aid area. This is adjacent to the student
lounge, which is next to the lockers.
One enters the library wing only at this level, going past a control desk. This floor
contains the lib.rary staff areas, a reading area where interior walls have shelves with
duplicates of the most frequently used parts of the collection, two group studies,
microforms, other media, Lexis, reserve stacks and the control desk.
Second Floor: The second floor in the "main" wing has two classrooms seating 125
each, separated by a movable partition. The hatching on the sketch of this level suggests
that the rows of seats be set at the angle shown and slope up away from the common
interior junction point. This gives two individual sloping classrooms, which combine to
form a single amphitheater. The floor contains a 75-seat classroom with a pitched floor. It
also has a 50-seat classroom and a moot courtroom separated from one another by a folding
partition. There are two 20-sea~ seminars in the cu·ea and three student activity offices,
one of which is placed to serve as chambers for the moot courtroom.
The library wing of this floor is not connected to the classroom \\oing and is meant to
accommodate the reports, reporters. and statutes collection of approximately 50,000
volumes. It has 200 reader seats. In addition it contains a group study and two typing
rooms.
Third Floor: The third floor classroom area is similar to that on the second floor with
two exceptions. The two large classrooms, again separated by a movable partition and
similarly pitched to a common focus, accommodate 100 students each; there are two
50-seat classrooms. The unconnected library wing provides stack area for 76,000 volumes
and reading space for approximately 90 readers in addition to a group study and two
typing rooms.

Fourth Floor: The fourth floor library \\.ing is identical to that on the third. The main
wing on this level is devoted to a cluster of faculty offices and s tudent activities. This
consists of 26 private faculty offices, two offices for adjuncts, a large secretarial area and
seating space, a faculty conference and seminar room, a small seminar room, large offices
for the Law Review and student newspaper, and four student activity offices.
Fifth Floor: The fifth floor places a second cluster of faculty offices above the library
and is connected to the main wing which houses major administrative functions. The
faculty offk-e area ine:ludes prh·ate offices, two adjunct offices, a conference/seminar
room and accommodations for two secretaries. In addition, a faculty library large enough
to seat 20 and hold 5000 volumes, a faculty lounge, faculty dining room, and kitchen are
provided in this area. Major administrative spaces including that for the Dean, Associate
Dean, Assbtant Deans, Treas ut·er and Regis trar functions are laid out on thh> floor per
the program requirements given earlier.
Sub-Basement: M~chanical space, including the plant except cooling tower, stora~
areas and vaults as necessary should be accommodated at this 1evel. The possibility of
using space beneath the library wing for additional library storage should also be kept in
mind.
ECONOMIC CONSIDERATIONS
The program presented above contains 120,000 square feet , exclusive of subbasement areas. As previously reported, $60 per square foot is a tight, but probably
achievable, construction goal. Allowing for some latitude in the amenities of finishing and
furnishing, one should set as an initial construction budget target, 7.5 million dollars.
Adding $400,000 for planning, architecture,and engineering fees, and a similar amount
for interest cost during the construction period, assuming a tax-exempt borrowing, the
total project cost becomes 8.3 million.
A target operating budget of $3.50 per square foot per year at current utility rates
should be kept in mind in the design. Of this amount, $2.00 per square foot per year should
be for energy, the remainder for building operation, cleaning, and repair. Omitting the
::mb-basement from the total to be granted, this implies a ~,000 annual opet·ation and
maintenance budget.
To achieve this degree of economy scrupulous consideration to energy use \vill be
required. The separateness of the library, which must be operated may more hours than
the rest of the building, will aid greatly. Even so, individual floors and wings or other
identifiable parts of floors should be independently controlled, probably by computer. The
cooling specifications should bear in mind that summer is a period of relatively light use of
the building. Task lighting in libraries, office areas, and perhaps even lecture rooms,
should be considered. Automatic elevators and other devices to reduce maintenance staff
are musts.
-Albert Gold
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Alumni News: Dean's Day May 6th
by Judith Waldman

The Alumni Association's 18th Annual
Dean's Day and Alumni Homecoming will
be held on Saturday, May 6th in the Grand
Ballroom and adjoining meetings rooms at
the Biltmore Hotel. The program "ill include three concurrent panels, Contested
Estates, moderated by Prof. J oseph Arenson, Ancillary Relief in S.E.C. Civil Proceedings, moderated by Dean E. Donald
Shapiro, and Plea Bargaining: How to Get
One, When to Get One, and How to Get It
Back, moderated by Lorin Duckman, class
of '73. There will be ample time for audience participation with questions and answers by the distinguished panelists. The
luncheon will be presided over by the Hon:
Francis T. Murphy, Jr., Presiding Justice,
Appellate Division, First Department. The
guest luncheon speaker is the Hon. Owen
McGivern, former Presiding J ustice of the
Appellate Division, First Department. The
registration fee schedule: Graduates and
guests $20; Recent gradoatea and guest
(classes '73-'Ti) $15.00 and current students ofNYLS $10.00

heimer, Gartlir. Gottlieb, &Gross, a former adjunct profesor of law at NILS. ;md
a fonner President of the Alumni Association. Prof. Garland is the first woman to
be so honored.
Prof. Garland said she was," Abbolute[ ly .thrilled!" She said that the most dis:: tinguished part of her life was that she had
had the pri\ilege of being associated \liith
NYLS. She commented that she loves the
profession, and could never express
enough gratitude to NYLS for giving her
the opportunity to practice that profession.
She was particulary "grateful that this
award is being given to me at this Ume
when NYLS has reached the summit of
legal education, not only on a regional
level, but also on a national and international leveL"
P rof. Garland was recently the guest
speaker at a meeting of the Second Careers
group. Prof. Garland, herself a "second
Ke.~i,re A ward
The luncheon program will include the careers'' student, shared her experiences
presentation of t he 1978 Distinguished as a student at NYLS and a.i a new lawyer
Alumnus Award to Syhia D. Garland, during her first years out of law school v.ith
class of '60, a partner in the finn of Hof- the group.

I

She entered NYLS in 1957, at a time
when women lawyer:. were relatively uncommon. E,·en more unusual was the fact
that she was 40 years old and the mother of
2 school-aged children. This did not keep
her from being active in school affairs as
well as a top student. She served on law
re\iew and was Editor-in-Chief in her 3rd
year, graduating in 1960 at the top of her
class. At graduation she received the
Trustees Award for Scholastics, The Dean
Guttman Award, the highest award for
responsibility, and the Moot Court Award.
She also represented NYLS at the Moot
Court Competition at the Association of
the Bur.
Prof. Garland feels that. mature students are generally at an advantage in that
their maturity and previous experience
help them to be good students. She said
that once out in practice, age is never a
problem, and often ill an advantage enabling one to rise reasonably fast, but
warned that one still has to work hard and
that ..patience and endurance are the
watchwords of tho~ early years.''

Alumnus, Julian Beaty, Class of '08, Dies at 97
by Jonah Triebwasser
of 91 Beaty \\'&; "of counsel" to the firm of
One of the oldest living alumni of Cusack & Stiles.
NYLS died last month at the age of97.
A Phi Beta Kappa graduate of PrinceJulian B. Beaty. class of1908, was the ton University in 1906, Mr. Beaty sen·ed
former mayor of Rye, New York. where he there as secretary to President Woodrow
drafted Rye's first zoning law. His long Wilson. a fonner NYLS professor. and
legal and business career included sen•ice President Grover Cleveland.
as President of the Granby Mining Cor.Mr. Beaty is sw·vived by his wife, the
poration of Canada: senior partner of the former Constance Peck; three sons, Julian
law fim1 of Reeves, Todd, Ely and Beaty; B. Jr., Dr. John 'r. and David C.; a daughSecretary to the Manhattan Borough ter. Nancy; a sister. Emma Thomas; l.t
President; and Commissioner of Public gnmdchildren and three great-grandchilWol'i<s of the City of New York. At the age ch·en.
Dean Shapiro confers with Lorin DuCkman at the phonathon.

Alumni Profile: Lorin Duckman
by Judith Wa ldman
An Alumnus who is probably the most
accessible to the student body is Lonn
D uckrnan, class of '73. One of the maJOr
problern.s the school faced when he was a
student was the lack of Alumni support. In
response to this, Lorin has devoted much
of his time to NYLS and in particular
makes himself available to counsel law students and wishes there were more lawyers
who took the time to talk to law students.
Lorin attended the University of
Pennsylvarua and recei\'ed a B.A. in political science in 1969. He graduated NYLS
in 1973 and was an associate with the finn
of Sax, Bacon, Bolan & Manley after law
sch ool. He was a solo practitioner for a
short time before he joined the Brooklyn
District Attorney'. office in May, 1975.
Since becoming an A.D.A. Lorin has
had yaried experience including trying felony and rru:.demeanor judge and jury trials; conducting homicide im•estigations;
e,·aJuating cases to detennine the extent of
prosecution; and presenting case" to the
grand jury. Initially he v;orked in the Criminal Court and ECAB (Early Case A:.sesment Bureau). He later worked m Supreme Court and now bandies mosUy narcotics cases. He said that working for the
D.A.'s office gives a young lawyer an opportunity to get good Iiugation experience,
and, Lorin feels, gives one a chance to do
more for people's rights.

The Brooklyn office is a large office
with over 200 as:;istants. There is a tremendous amount of independence for prosecutors with an interesting latitude of c:lecision since the A.D.A. had the discretion
to investigate, plead out, or go for ward in

prosecution. Lorin feel~ that it i:; the oblivation of the prosecution uot to pro:-;ecute
unle&; he feels that the defendent is guilty.
His major concern after trial is whether the
defendant has had a fair trial, and he often
asks his defendants if they feel as though
they have.
One of the most frustrating aspects of
his job, he says, ill that in these days of
Watergate and the Knapp Commission
most people seem to think that all prosecutors are politicians. He says, "It is
frustrating at times to be l1S$lliled for your
aspirations. If you desire to one day be a
judge, people believe you are a dishonest
prosecutor - that you make deal~; and are
involved in politics."
Part of Lorin's bu,.,y schedule includes
classes at New York Uruversity Law
School where he is pursuing an LL.M. in
Labor Law. Despite hL; defection to NYU
for his LL.M. Lorin remains totally committed to NYLS. Hi~ "ife, Bella WeissDuckman, 1.S CWTently a 2nd year student
and he is \'ery active in the Alumni A.-.sociation. He is a director of the Association
and an alumni member of the Building
Committee and tht Student-Faculty-Alumni Committee. He s.ays one reason why
!\YLS had a limited physical plant and
small faculty when he was a :student was
primarily because the alumni took no interest in the school. "They didn't realize that
the 3chool had to grow with the times."
Lorin is happy with the fact that the .school
has committed itself to a new, dynamic faculty and innovative programs. "What we
need," he said, "is an enlarged physical
plant, with nice classrooms. and more respect from the legal community. I think the
school now deserves it- we've earned it!"

How good is the Bar R eview
Course you will t a ke?
• Does rt hmit the class srze to no more than 200 people to msure access to
the lecturer?
• Does 1t offer nrghtly test1ng whrch rs handed 10 then graded, recorded and
returned to you?
• Does 1t allow questions to be asked dunng the lecture?

• Does 1t offer br-weekly essay wnt1ng chnrcs 1n wh1ch essays are
personally critiqued and returned to you?

PIEPER NEW YORK BAR REVIEW
offers all these advantages and more.
Be fore hastily choosing a Bar Review Course for
this Sommer take the Pass Test.
pieper uses the active teaching method where student
participation is encouraged.
Assistance during the bar review course is assured by
Pieper limited enrollment.
Speak to prior Pieper students about the benefits of
the Pieper Method.
Student - Teacher ratio is the best of New York
State Bar Reviews
The Pieper Sew York Bar Review
1539 Frank lin Avenue
:\lineola, ~ew York 11501
[516]747-5311

NYLS Representative::;
.John .Moran [212] 7.t8-9MS1
Karen Shubeck [212] 3-19-6978
Steve Chakwin (212) 92-&-8121
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Alumni Profile: A.D.A. Cannen J. Cognetta, Jr.
by Judith Waldman
The success of tim year's phonathon is
owed largely to the efforts of an energetic
young Assistant District Attorney from
Staten Island, Cannen J. Cognetta, Jr.,
'i3. Cannen is on the Board of Directon; of
the Alumni Association and is the
originator and current chainnan of the
annual phonathon fund raising drive which
has resulted in a significant increase in
alumni partiCipation and donations to the
law school.
Cannen graduated from Siena U>Uege
in Loundenville, N.Y. \\;th a B.S. in
Economics in 1968. and that September he
entered NYLS. Drafted after his fin;t
year, be spent two years in the Air Force.
returning to NYLS in September, 1971.
He graduated in June, 1973 and worked for
a single practitioner until October. 1975
\\hen he joined the staff of the Richmond
County District Attorney's Office.
He spent his first year as an A.D.A. in
the Criminal Court Division. The Staten
Island Criminal Court is small. \\;th only
one part as opposed to .Manhattan which
has approximately .W parts. They handle
everything there; the calendar, hearings,
arraignments, and the JUdge comes in for
jury trials. At times only two A.D.A.s
were in charge, one in the complaint room

Tenu~e

and one handling hearings, and Carmen
got a great deal of valuable experience. He
spent the next year off Staten Island as a
prosecutor in the Special Narcotics Court:,.
That office is staffed by the five county
District Attorneys' offices. The Special
Narcotics U>urt handles only narcotics
prosecutions and it was Carmen's first
exposure to Supreme Court. He described
the experience in SNC as excellent, saying
the role of the pm.~cutor in the Criminal
Court is more in the nature of ca..-.e
management. There are a large number of
cases which must be disposed of as best as
possible. Basically, the Criminal Courts
screen cases for the Supreme U>urt. In the
SNC all the cases are Supreme U>urt
cases, primarily class A felonies. "The
work is exciting because of the type of
cases and the people you deal \\;th:
undercovers and major drug dealers."
He returned to the Staten Island
D. A.'s office in January. 1978and is now in
the Supreme U>urt Division.
The Staten Island Office is small. but
growmg, with 14 A.D.A.s presently on
staff. The most prevalent cnmes on Staten
Island are robberies and burglaries, quite
different from the type of cases handled by
the SNC. ''In SNC, .. Carmen said, "you
deal almost entirely with police officers as

Procedures Examined

by Cecilia lUau
What do law professors worry about?
The Burger U>urt? Illiterate students?
Academic freedom? Probably it is tenure.
Members of the NYLS Tenure
Committee currently are: Dean E. Donald
Shapiro, Pro~. Joel S. Lee, Chainnan,
Joseph H. Koffier, Kim M. Lang, Cyril C.
Means. Jr., Milton A. Silverman, and
Andrew Simak.
Academic tenure is the right to hold
one's teaching position until retirement
age, which is presently 65. Tenure is
acquired through classroom perfonnance,
scholarly achievement, and evidence of
growth in professional competence, o\·er a
period of time up to a maximum of seven
years as a full-tune member of the faculty.
In 1976, the period was r.tised from five
years. but incoming professors can still get
two years credit for prior teaching
experience or its equivalent.
A professor can also come 'Aith tenure.
Since 1974, tenure was awarded twice, tc
Tenure Committee Chairman Prof.
Profs. Means and Lang.
Joel lee
According to Dean Shapiro, the the salaries or fringe benefits, or both, of
purpose of tenure was never intended to be faculty members du1ing the financial emer
an economic issue, but to provide "good gency. But in 1-educing the size of the faculprotection for academic freedom for ty. all nontenured members must go fin;t.
religious or political convictions." ~enure is
The final decision to grant tenure or
"to provide teachers who feel the need, the discontinue the sen;ces of a fuculty
security to speak out on the issues... member is made by the Board of Trustees
The Dean claims that good teachers upon the recommendation of the Dean in
abnost always can get jobs, and therefore, accord y.;th the Tenure Committee. At the
"the institution of tenure is overrated." end of the sixth year, a faculty member will
But it is still not taken lightly. Said the be notified whether he or she will be
Dean, "If we would grant Tony &anion a awarded tenure or will receive no further
contract for tenure, we would be giving out contracts and will have to leave.
a 85-40 year contract."
In the case of a tenured faculty
In granting tenure, the supposition is member, termination for cause can occur
that the position will always be there, and only after a hearing on notice before a
it's rare fot: a tenured teacher to be committee consisting of the tenured
removed for cause. However, tenure is members of the full time faculty, except for
also subject to the judgment ofthe Board of the member who is the subject of the
Trustees to reduce the size of the faculty hearing. The committee presents its
due to bona fide financial emergency, findings and recommendations to the
substantial change in the educational Board of Trustees for decision and action,
program of the school, or a reduction in the in accordance with the principles and
student body.
standards of the American Association of
The Board also has the right to reduce University Professors.

Y.itnesse:-, whereas in most of the cases in
the local county Supreme Courts you have
civilian witnesses who must be prepared
and handled in a much different manner.
Most civilian witnesses have had no contact
Y.ith the criminal justice system beforethey don't understand it, and many are
emotionally involved \ictims, which puts
everything in a different perspective." He
also commented on the difference in jury
make up. In Staten kland the jury panels
!ll'e more homogeneous. While this may
seem to be better for the D.A. 's office, in
many instances it makes their job more
difficult, and the conviction rate is low
becaUSi' of the reluctance of the juron; to
convict. Despite this, since his return this
past January he has tried two cases and
obtained two convictions.
Carmen 'liaS very active as a student
at NYLS where he was an Editor of
EQU ITAS. Now he devotes his energies to
the Alumni Association. He is very proud
of the progre:'s the school has made sine€
he left and feels that an important part of
the improvement is due to the fact that the
Alumni have become actively involved in
the changes taking pla~o-e at the law school.
"An active Alumni A:;:;OCiation .,;hows the
rest of the legal community that we have
ties to the school and will continue our
support of the school," he said,
Carmen's only regret is in not being
able to attend NYLS now Y.ith its
expanded faculty and curriculum, much of
which was not available in his time. He
said. "In the last few yeru-s NYLS has
become one of the more exciting law
schools around, and I'm proud to have been
part of that."

Carmen Cognetta

Summer Session at
Hofstra Law School
Summer Session One
MAY 30-JULY 10
COURSES

CREDITS

Commercial Transactions Survey
Conftict of Laws
Criminal Procedure I
Debtor-Creditor
Evidence
FamllyLaw
Individual Income Tax
Real Estate Transactions
Remedies
Secured Transactions

4
3
3
3
4
3
4
3
2
3

Summer Session Two
JULY 12-AUG. 25
Business Organizations
Commercial Paper
Corporate Tax
Entertainment Law
Estate and Gift Tax
Federal Courts
Labor Law
Law and Economic Inequality
Products Uablllty
Wills, Trusts and Estates

For further information,
write or call
(516) 560-3636

4
3
3
3
3
3
3
2
3
4
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Close Encounters of the Comparative Kind
including their history, their methods,
by Profesaor PeW' W. Schroth
[A recent cantributor to EQUITAS their social and sociological contexts - to
understand his feeling of superiority. Only
~ses hostility tQWQ.rd comparative
law in tenn8 Buggesting that he doesn't this sort ofstudy can give us the context for
even undentand what it is, m·uch less w~ understanding the choices made by our
it is done. Like t.he Bourgeois own system, such as case law development
Gentilhomme, who wa8 astonished that ''il and tbe jury. And only one who has studied
11 a plu de qiUII'GIIle au que je dU de la law comparatively has standing to judge
whether we or they have made the better
p~ I41U que j'tn 8U8tle mn," he UBU
compamtive law to good advantage even choices; or more concisely: whether our
while denouncing it. The author owoses ideas about law D:mke sense.
Uomparative law is jurisprudence
"an attempt to derive meaning from
m-eaningless comparison of surfaces, not brought to life, a series of challenges to our
ptbstances," and so do I. But he uses the une.xarnined asswnptions which come not
qooted phrase as a definit:U:m of from the imaginations of cloistered
comparative law, whereas I consider it the philosphers, but from the contemporary
apposite of ccm~parotive law. Maybe he practice of nations otherwise similar to our
sluru.ld read the fint two chapters of my own. It is a uniquely interesting course,
book. But if he doesn't have time for that, appealing not only to academically oriented
perhaps the following excerpt from a students, but also to many who are
uncomfortable or bored with most of their
jfYrlitcoming article will do.]
"The Common Law," he exclaimed, ''is
the most backward system that exists in
any civilized country. In my country, we
have a modem, scientific civil code, and a
well-trained lawyer can answer almost any
question in a few minutes with a few books
which fit on his desk. In the United States,
it takes a firm of two hundred lawyers,
with a computer and a library of fifty
thousand volumes, a week to answer the
same question.
"In· my country, the judges of the
higher courts are chosen from the best and
most experienced of the lower court
judges. In yours, they are politicians who
were defeated when they ran for reelection."
"And in my country, we entrust all our
trials to these experienced, expert,
professional JUdges. ): ou," he concluded
with a sneer, "have graduated from
entrusting them to the "first twelve
wretches dragged in from the street, and
now employ panels of sociologists and
psychologists to assure that the twelve
permitted to remain are ignorant, biased
and unimaginative."
What is comparative law? For me and
my st\ldents, it is the challenge thrown out
by thi.& lawyer from a developing country.
To meet the challenge, we must learn
enough about foreign systems of law -

BAR EXAMS AREN'T LIKE
LAW SCHOOL EXAMS
Knowi111 ho'IO· to write anawer11 the w~
Bar Examinera want to 1ft them written can
make the crucial difference.

HIIJidrftla of students from New York
Law School have been com·inc:ed that whet
they learned at THE KASS PROBLEM

other courses. Its questions range from the
most abstract and theoretical to the most
practical and useful tools for international
practice. What is more, the two extremes
often come together.
But one lawyer's boundless opportunities are another's unmanageable
complexities. "Comparative Law'' as a
course is usually a failure, either because
the teacher is afraid his students will be
lost in the complexity, and therefore never
venture beyond superficial generalities,
or because he fears being accused of
superficiality t and therefore teaches
foreign law in the same detail which
American law deserves.
My thesis, however, is riot that a
better balance must be found between
comprehensibility and utility. It is rather
that comparative law should pervade the
curriculum, instead of perching precariously on its circumference; that
ordinary law students both need and want
a great deal more exposure to the context
and significance of our legal system than
they get from the "bar course" curriculum;
and that there is a better way to give it to
thelll than is used by any te~cher of
comparative law I have heard of. My b.ia.s is
that there is no good reason for most
American law students to take courses on
French law, or European legal systems, or
.A.fri~ law, or Chinese law, although I
agree that these courses are very valuable
for a few. But every law student can
benefit directly and significantly from
courses in comparative law. .
This isn't a matter of titles: a course
called "European Legal Systems" or
"Chinese Law" may well be a course in

comparative law, while one called
"Comparative Law" may actually deal only
with foreign law. For that matter, "Torts",
"Evidence" or "Constitutional Law'' may
be taught comparatively- and they are at
a few American law schools. I would even
suggest that none of these three, inaeed
very little in the curriculum, can be thoroughly understood without a comparative
perspective.
If you had never been outside
Manhattan, or seen pictures of other
places, perhaps you would take foul air,
skyscrapers,
subways,
multi-racial
crowds, stores that sell everything, The
New York Times and many other such
things for granted. If you have li··ed with
clean air, low buildings, no mass transit of
any kind, seeing no other races for weeks
or months at a time, having no store in
town with a bigger or better selection than
Montgomery Ward, and finding that when
the Sunday Times arrives (on Thursday)
everything in it is still news to people who
read the local paper, New York City is a
different kind of place. And similarly, you
don't have a real understanding of what it
means to live in the country, or in a small
town, if you've lived there all your life.
In just the same way, only more so, I
believe that you can't have a real
understanding of American law without
knowing something about other legal
systems.
This is not a brief either for the thinbroth, facile survey of the law of the rest of
the world taught as "Comparative Law" at
a great many American law schools, or for
its quixotic competitor, the excruciatingly
detailed analysis of French or German
cases, in the manner of a first-year
"Contracts" class, which is intlicted on the
'Students at Harvard hnd a few other
sehools. Quite the contrary, I think
comparative law must be sociological,
jurisprudentiai, historicai and constantly
comparative to justify its existence. But
since no published casebook pays more
than lip service to these ideals, the failure
of teachers to attain them can be readily
explained, if perhaps not excused.
Since no one has invited me to redesign the law-school curriculum, I have so
far settled for a revolution in one country.
My course extends over two terms, with
the first a prerequisite for students who
wish to take the second. The first term is
more-or-less traditional, or at least what
ought to be considered "traditional,"
except for the library exercises discussed
below. The second term is a classical

Prof. Peter Schroth
seminar, in which many of the meetings are
devoted to student papers. A draft of each
student's paper is distnbuted to the entire
class, for d1seussion the following week.
The paper must then be rewritten and
submitted to me by the end of the term.
Foreign students are excluded. from the
first term, since we will have a special
course for them, called "Intro<fuction to
American Law,'' which will be "Comparative Law" in reverse. They are
strongly encouraged to take the second
term, however, and the interaction
between American students who know
something of comparative law and foreign
students who know something of American
law gives t he course a special magic.
· · My materials for the first term begin
with an examination of the nature of
comparative law itself, and of the
philisOphical and jurisprudential underpinnings of modern European.and American legal thought. The themes presented here are really those of the entire course, and are repeated and developed throughout both terms. To this
intellectual framework, or horizontal
cont. on page lJ

ANALYSIS CLINICS wlla eaeential to their
su~ in the Bar Exam.
Why nGt ATrEND THE FIRST CLINIC
- ABSOLUTELY FREE - on June 11th,
197!1 and eee for younel!.

Six auc~ive Sundays. at.artin&" June
lith. 197!1, l...J p.m .. in the ~ew York Hilton,
53nl Street & lithAnnue. N.Y.C., N.Y. f'EE
$!15.
Undti'JTadwites can attend OW' June
l!t71J and March or June, U17!t aeries on
I!TIIduation, upon payment of only one fee. A
TOO'AL OF 16 DlFI-'ERENT, VERY
Oli-' FICULTESSAYSWILLBECOVEREO
IN EACH SERIES.

For further anformatJOn,
contact agents:
RHODA GROSSBERG (Eve.)

JOitAM ARIS lOa,y J04'
KASS !'KOHLI!:M ANALYSIS
CLINICS,
27 WiUiamSCreet., N.Y.C.

IWH3-2ti901

Cozy Atmosphere - Rne -wines
Delicious Foods

Tel.: 226-9919

Reasonable Pl'lces - ·Good VIbes

21 6th AVENUE

(Off Walker Street) 4 Blocks from NYLS

OPEN: MON. - FRI. NOON -- 3 A.M.
SAT. & SUN. 5 P.M. - 3 A.M.
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1 Mr. Wadell, how are we pro bono publico-wise?

Answers and Counterclaims

To The Editor:
Of the New York Law School
graduates
who took BAR/BRI last year,
we dO not VOUCh for the accuracy of ov advertisements.
Leltei'S and other correspondence should be addressed to. The Eddor, EQUITAS. 57 Worth Street,
about 80 pereent passed the New York Bar
New YOII<, NY 10013. Telephone (212) 966-3500, ext. 747 or 846. EOUITAS reserves the nght to edtt
Examination the first time.
letters to the ed•tor lor Space requ.rements.
At many law schools the BAR/BRI
Ent•re contents c 1978 by EQUITAS. All rights of repubhcation reserved For repflnt permaSSIOn,
Wl'11e to the ed•tor at the above address
pass percentage was even higher. For
Spring, 1977 graduates, our overall pass
rate was about 84 percent.
Yet another Qar review course
persists in publishing advertisements
claiming it had "the highest pass
percentage'' (\\ithout specifyin£' what that
"highest pass percentage" was). It claims
that other bar reviews refuse to release
their pass rates, yet at the same time it
claims to know what these pass rates are.
FACT: BAR/BRI did exceptionally
Recently NYLS has conducted a series of lectures and events that clearly
well
on the summer, 1977, bar
show the high esteem in which the law school is held by the legal communrty.
examination. More people took
First, we had the enormously successful Wagner Moot Court Competition, in
BAR:BRI than took all other bar
which former Watergate prosecutor and labor law scholar Archibald Cox was the
reviews combip.ed,and our overall
chief judge.
pass rate was well over the state
Next month, former President Gerald Ford will speak at the Jeffords Lecture
rate.
series. In June the Attorney General of the United States, the Hon. Griffin Bell will
BAR/BRI tries, however, to avoid the
be the guest of honor at Commencement.
annual pass percentage battle engaged in
In July a group of Solomon scholars will wing their way to Italy to participate by some of the bar reviews. Last year, one
course had ads in EQUITAS screaming
at the school's annual summer program at the University of Bologna.
Many law schools would be proud to be able to have just one of these events that its pass rate was 100 per cent. Another
happen in one year. We are fortunate to have all of them happen here at NYLS in course claimed that its pass rate was "the
highest pass rate." What exactly was the
just one semester.
latter course's pass rate? 106 per cent?
Credit tor these coups must go to Deans Shapiro, Lippman and Beam,
The problem with the pass rate battle
among others. We applaud their continuing efforts to bring luster to the name of
is that you're dealing with statistically
New York Law School.
insufficient samplings. If Course A has
four students and all four pass, is it just to
compare its 100 per cent rate with the
lower rate of the larger course? Moreover,
pass rat~s have been subject to prior abuse
and are subject to misinterpretation.
FACT: In April, 1976, an article in
EQUITAS challenged the high pass
EQUITAS has undergone radical change in the past year. We have
percentages claimed by the ~1arino
dramatically changed our layout and graphics. We have held ourselves to a rigid
course. EQUIT AS said: "While
publication timetable. We have printed bigger issues with better news coverage,
many of the pass percentages listed
are correct, some are not and some
more feature articles and more advertising lineage than any time in our recent
are based on such small samples,
past.
they are bound to be misleading.
A large part of the credit for the success we have had this year must go to our
"'The
Marino Review' contained a
graduating editors emeriti: Rick Ceresia, Rob Fraser, Richard Grant, Neal
claim
that
94% of the out-of-state
Greenfield, George Schwarz, Jon Sparks, Joe Stavola and staff members Alison
students who took their course
Greene, Peter Mertz and Harry Katrichis.
passed the New York bar exam. A
As we look forward to next year, we plan to improve our graphics with a four
list obtained from other sources,
column, easier-to-read format We hope that our graduating students will
howevelj
indicated that the
continue to enjoy EOUITAS as alumni.
(Marino) passing percentage was
Have a sate and happy summer, and we'll see you in pnnt again rn June.
actually in the 70's."
Jonah Triebwaaser
Because tne annual battle of the pass
Editor-In-chief rate has been so abused, BAR/BRI has
EQUITAS IS pnnted monthly dunng the school year lly and for the students, lacully and ai\Jmt'll Of

New Y011< Law Scnool Sogned artiCles rept858lll the ~ Of the authors. UOSigned artiCles represent
the voews of the editonal board Although EQUITAS stoves to have a polocy of responsible advertiSing.

New York Law School:

The Big Event

19n-1978:

A Year To Be Proud Of

always tried to present the merits of its
course. We don't argue that you should
take BAR/BRI because we "beat" other
courses. We :$3Y you should compare our
books, compare our lecturers (including
Irving Younger and Richard Harbus),
compare our testing program (more
graded essays - 21 - and more shortfonn questions than any other New York
cow·se), compare our price (we can charge
less than other courses because we have so
many more students), and compare the
logistics (more live lectures, videotape
replays, the "Take 2 Bar Exams This
Summer" program, etc.).
The BAR/BRI policy has a!ways beE;_n
to protect the privacy of our students, and
not to release their names either before or
after the results are published. Beginning
\\ith the 1978 course, we are instituting the
follO\\ing change: BAR/BRI will send a
fonn to each of our students requesting his
or her pennission for the release of their
names.
The objective of BAR/BRI has been,
is, and \\ill continue to be to improve our
course continually and to offer the students
the optimal chance of passing at the lowest
price possible. That's why more people
have registered with BAR/BRI again this
year than have registered with all other
courses combined. Moreover, any New
York Law student who has any question
about the program or about why BAR/
BRI's enrollments have increased so
dramatically. should call or drop by our
office in the Statler Hilton to speak \vith me
or \\;th Steve Rubin, our assistant
dil'ector. We'd behappytospeakwithyou.

Sincerely,
Stanley D. Chess,
Director,
BAR/BRI
COlli. 011 page J.)

Statements
iutended
for
publication not eJ:ceeding JOO words
are most suitable for inclusion in
this department. TM Board of
l·:t!dors

n•st'l'l't's fill'

rtJjhl

ftJ

>sded

the com lllllllll'(tiious Ol' eJ:cetpts
thent.frolu that it will publish and to
re)eC't others. The Board is not re.~ponHible for 111atfers stated or triews
e.t·ore:ssed i11 any conmwnkatiou.
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~0-30-30-30-30-30-30-30-30-30-30-30-30-30-3(
the ~rr.Ufitti is censored with the use of black paint). F ew
adi'Tlinistrators or professors can be as acutely aware of
problems as the persons directly affected by school policies.
[am not advocating a position that students be given
-e votes on all standing committees. But they should be heard
by :some of them. and allowed to observe the meetings of
;: some of the othet~.
~
Today students do not know how or when important
~ decisions are made. Students are left stunned at announcements of changes in required courses, gr&duation
1·equirements, or changes in the grading system. The best
they can do is try to delay implementation of the new
policies.
• The SBA is not an e(tective voice for students. Its
, gocenuneut without 1/eii'JXtpers, or uetcsp<~pers without
11 g01·emlllent, I slwuld uot lte1$itule to p,.efer tfte le~tter. ··
marathon meetings, some known to have lasted as long as
I
eight hou1·s, have not yielded significant results. A picnic,
Tlto111118 Je}faxon
one film. and dist:ount movie cards, were the results of the
orking on a ne\\ spaper while going through Jay; school
meetings - all of which students had the privilege of
has left me in amazement that lawyers were able to
George Schwarz
paying for.
write so liberal a freedom of press clause in the first
s to journalists - if they were intimid<~ted as some
amendment. It does not surprise me that succeeding gen·
Admittedly. the administration and faculty have deerations of lawyers whittled away at that freedom to the
lawyer:; would like to think, Waterg-ate would still be
nied the SBA greater status, partially because student
a relatively unheard-of hotel in Washington.
extent t hat today "press-shield laws" are required.
input i::. considered by :some to be undesireable. But the
Reporter's Notebook
I never fully appreciated how little it takes to impose
SBA has taken this releg-&t.ion <:omplacently. One begins to
something akin to prior restraint. Extremely little. I was • I inco11xmne Peter'::; column and briefly repeat its
wonder who the SBA represents.
sued after writing my first article on the bar re\'iew cours- major points. I ad,·ise readers some of the the points are
• EQUITAS.. . yes.... EQUITAS. This gets difficult.
es. Knowing the suit to be spurious, subsequent investiga- ne<.-e&."<!rily distorted because of the required editing.
Pressw·es are exerted from all sides. The administr&tion
The criticism included that the school was playing
tions turned into cautious searches for the actionable word
does not wi:sh the alumni scandalized by some of the goings-on.
musical teachers. to its own and the student's detriment:
or phrase.
Those mabrie words, "Sue the bastards!" are all too that new facilities were required; that the Dean should
Some try to "improve the school" by "constructive
easily used. Whatever happened to all the jargon about take a more active role in the day-to-day oper-&tions of the
criticism" in a "public forum," Others call that, "airing dirty
laundry in public."
avoiding litigation if at all possible? Suits are threatened so school; that the faculty and administration should "stop
Both sides liberctlly threaten suit when they feel
often that if they were actually prosecuted, newspapers playing fast and loose with required courses"; and that the
slighted. They should make a tort out of that.
would have gone out of business long ago.
school should irnpi'Ove its placement pi'Ogr.un.
Lack of alumni suppoti. is, on occasion, blamed on
Students are very susceptible to this sort of thinking. • One year later, the only area of improvement has been
EQ U IT A:::I. As a result, some issues are not "fully aired,"
One, but only one, of my professors warned us that reading the acquisition of added space, which is to be of little avail
cases all day would result in a distorted view of reality. to thi$ yea1·'t' graduates or to those who waited in the cold
perhaps l'ightly :>o. I feel otherwise. I feel that the level of
Most people don't even know where the courts are- many for an elevator on lines that stretched into the street.
alumni suppon is not determined by what they read in
lawyers included. ~el"J(lay events should not be viewed
One major problem, that once remedied will make
EQU IT AS. It is, 1 belie\·e, determined by perceptions
in tenns of who can sue whom, for what , and what defenses "SOlution of other problem"' s:ightly easier. is that the stustudents have of the school based on their tenure here.
dents h•n·e no effe<·tive method of contributing ideas (e\·en
are avai4lble.
!('l)u/. 011 prtge Ji

tis difficult to \\rite this. Thirty columns always are.
They are unique in that they do not become easier
with experience. They force you to face t he truth. One can
then either write it, or avoid it if one so desires. The fonner
coun;e rarely wins friend::;. So be it.
For the last three years I have been in a unique
positwn to observe the school, its traditions, operations,
faculty and students. There is much to say, but a great deal
of it has already been said. Last year, Peter Rose, a fonner
E QU ITAS editor , wrote what I believe to be an excellent
Thirty column. I note simply that everything in it remains
valid despite the passage of a year.
On Lawyers v. Journa lists
··Wt>l'e it lejlup to "'e to decide wlu•thet·lt"e sltould It ace
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save

•100.

IS THURSDAY APRIL 20 When you Register for BAR/BRI

FROM 10AM

-

&PM

NEW YORK BAR REVIEW COURSE.

IN LOUNGE OF 47 WORTH
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Reviewers Roundtable
"13 Rue de I'Amour" is Appealing

Have You Looked
Within Recently?

By Ronny Green
If an article is written by a student and it contains a gripe, the gripe is W>ually
diret'ted toward the admmistration. This article, although written by a student, contains a
meaningful gripe, and surprisingly its complaint is directed toward the students them·
selves. It's time everybody stopped blasting the administration for all the ills that plague
the ::;chool atmosphere. It is all too easy to blame the administration, or some nameless
"them·· for every conceivable wrong.
It's time we take a look at ourselves. Here we are, the liberal sons and daughters of
the ultra-conservative .~renerations of the mid-forties and fifties: for whom we "ere
supposed to change the world for the better. Frankly speaking, we've only furthered
tho~e ills which we oppo..~ in high school and college; those values our parents adopted
which we vehemently opposed. We were to be the new gener.1tion that didn't ~;upport the
ills which our parents' lives thrived upon. We were to know no prejudice. We were to
know no discrimination. Our outlook on life was to be completely different. Yet we find
ourselves in precisely the same predicament. What should bother us even more is that we
are not ignorant of social differences. We know that every student sitting next to us may
not have had the same upbringing as we had. Our backgrounds differ vastly. We come
from different schools and different environments.
Should we view the student that never knew his or her father the same way we view
the student whose father or mother is a practicing att~rney? Should we view the poor
student the same way we view the rich? Should we ,;ew the Black or Hispanic student the
same way we \'iew the White student? If we actually asked these questions, naturally the
answers that would follow would be in the affi.rmative. However, if we delve deep into our
consciences, we would discover that often, we are not what we believe ourselves to be.
At a Black American Law Students' Association (BALSA) meeting recently, several
members openly discussed disdainful treatment accorded them by their fellow students.
Many can point to isolated incidents and use them for jW>tification of the accusation; such
as the fellow student openly discussing the maintenance of"white purity"; or the one who
makes a point in class aimed directly at irking the minority student; or tBe student who
goes out of his or her way to engage a minority student in a conversation about color or
nationality.
Incidents such as these would seem to be hannless and isolated, ex<.-ept that the
persons who behave in this manner receive encouragement from the majority of other
students in the form of a large show of laughter. Is it funny when a student, answering a
question in class, refers to noisemakers in a case as being "wetbacks'' or ·•zootsuiters?" By
the amount of laughter that abounded, one would think that the obvioW> racial slur was
funny.
When the SBA held an exam-taking study session, quite a few ::~tudents who felt they
could use e~i.rc:1 help attended. However, when BALSA held the same type of session,
after placing notices of the session all over the school, onJy minority student~ were in
attendance. This says something about the attitudes of the student body at large. Is there
an assumption of inferiority present among the students?
Enough guilt has been placed on the older generations and the school admini::trations. Presently. the country is attempting to correct past injustices by instituting
affinnative action programs. Will my great-great-grandchildren be living in a generation
that uses affirmative action programs to correct the injustices that are bestowed upon
minorities in the 1970's and 1980's? Hopefully not-hopefully, by that time, a truly "equal
for all" system will be in effect; rich, poor, Black, White, orphaned and abandoned will all
be treated alike.
There are always the few that really are innocent. But until the laughter at stupidity
is no longer evident at NYLS, the few innocent ones will be in danger. It is said that
laughter is contagious. But when laughter serves as encouragement for the mentally
deranged, it is more dangerous than it is funny. In due time, changes will occur. Let's not
prolong ridiculous actions, but instead, begin on a path that will at least enable our
children to live in a less prejudiced society. Cleaning house always begins in one's own
head. Recognize your OYln faulty hang-ups however slight they may be and deal with
them in an educated rational manner; you and everyone else around you will benefit by it.
Tile cwtlwr is afil·st year student and a memberofBALSA. The vieu·s upressed are
uof necei!sm·ily those oj other BALSA

members. but rather those ofthe author.

President Ford's Speech Nears
Tickets Available to Students
By Jonah Triebwasser
Plans are being made to welcome
former President Gerald Ford to NYLS on
May 23, 1978. President Ford is scheduled
to be the 1978Jeffords Lecturer.
NYLS Director of Development and
Alumni Affairs, Lucille Hillman, has told
EQUITAS that admission to Mr. Ford's
lecture will be by ticket onJy. Students who
\\ish to sign up for tickets are asked to see
Miss Hillman in her office on the sixth floor
of57Worth.
Ushers Needed
Miss Jiil1man asks that students vol·
unteer as ushers for Mr. Ford's visit. Students who wish to serve as ushers shoulo
see Miss Hillman in her office.
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Patricia Elliot and Louis Jourdan In a scene from "13 Rue de I'Amour.''

By Dennis Stu.kenbroeker
This is the kind of comedy of adultery
RL"E DE L'A~lOCR (Circle in the where ~pie spend more time in closets
Square, $10.95 and $11.95)
than in bed. One has great sympathy for
This energetic, fairly stylized, the complicated life of a mistress.
production of an early Georges Feydeau
farce adapts well to the Circle in the Square
Louis Jourdan plays a bachelor doctor
::;tage. More of a run way that sticks out in who covets his best friend's wife and the
the middle of the theater than a stage, it lovely Patricia Elliott is the object of his
allows the actors to make Feydeau's stagey affection. The international cast blends
asides as comments directly to the well enough. With the exception of the
surrounding audience.
Gallic M. Jourdan, the communal accent
This creates an intimate involvement tends toward stage British, which makes
that goes a long way toward mitigating the the corn bread American of Richard Pilcher
panicky antics one usually associates \\ith as the apprentice am~ureux nephew
French farce.
seem t·ather di::;col'dant.
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context. is then added a vertical, hh;torical
context -Aith a comparison of Roman and
E ngliSh legal history; as the backgrounds,
respectively, of the modern civil-law and
common-law trdditions.
This leaves about 60 percent of the
first term for comparative wor k in modern
law, which here means the 19th and 20th
centuries. Like many other teachers, I use
both Fr.mce and Gennany, although I
think this part of my course <.'Ontains much
more American law - the understanding
of which, after all, is the purpose of the
exercise - than most. Two examples are
used instead of one so t hat students v.ill not
be too q uick to conclude that whate\·erthey
learn about, say, FrarK'f> may be
generalized to "civil-Jaw countries," and
two examples intead of the whole world so
that enough depth can be attained to say
something useful. And France and
Gennany are chosen specifically because
they have been and continue to be the most
influential in the civil-law tradition.
The emphasis i:s hea,ily on proce~
and sociology, attitudes and approaches,
with only enough foreign rules to pemut
intelligent discu.':slOJI,. The key subject~
are the nature of codification and statutory intel-pretation; <.-ourts, lawyers and
legal education: contracts, tort:s and product:s liabtlity: and Judicial review, human rights and em 1romnental standing.
They are cho.-en in pa11. for their inherent
intere:-t, but ma.inl~ because they all are
marten; \\lth which second-year law :;tudents are already at least vnguely familiar.

Encounters of the Comparative Kind

At the end of the ftrst term, and
between student papers in the second, the
students are introduced to the v.-ays in
which this basic learning may be used~ a
key to other kinds ol foreip and
comparative law problema. At the ~
ment, the menu includes a look at that
same, vintage-1900 imperial German Civil
Code, which still serves the Federal
Republic, as it was distorted to serve the
end:- of the Kazis and of the East German Communists until 1976; Sc)\iet constitutionalism and human rights as seen
by apologists and opponents; the influence
of F rench, German and American law in
Japan, and some innovative Japan~e
:tppl'Oache:.o to environmental taw and
products liability; and similar topics from
Italian, Latin American and Muslim law.
To a certain e),."tent, these are hints of what
awaits the student who chooses to do
advanced work in various more specialized
courses. Students are encouraged, but not
(yet?) required, to take this general course
before the others.

working with the foreign material:; m the
original language, exactly as the foreign
lav.'Y~r uses them. At New York Law
School, about half of the studenLo; who
choose to take comparative law can read a
language such as French, Spanish or
German well enough to read a good
newspaper , and that and a little extra
effort are enough to give them something
special.
The other half must compromise.
The few ci\"il-law juri:sdictions which
speak Engli..;;h (Scotland. South Africa,
Philippines) are not typic-.U, primarily
because they have been heavily influenced by English and American law.
Ne,·ertheless, they have many of the
features of the ci,il-law tradition, and their
materials and methods are considerably
more foreign than those of England or
Australia. Students at some law schools
are asked' to write a paper about some
aspect of the law of a foreign jurisdiction,
but most such papers, written by students
who ha\·e ne\'er before worked v.ith the
material::; of the country di&:usssed, are
Classroom work and n-"""igned read- simply awfuL The students are profoundly
in~. ho\\ ever, are only the :main part,
ignorant about most oft he oountrie:s of the
and probably not the mO:>t important part, \\Orld (for that mauer, so am 1), and in the
of the basic cow-se. The challenge of amount of time they are willing to spend on
comparative law ha..-; greater pedagogical a paper for one course, the be~t they can
effect the more the foreign ::.ystems are really be expected to do is to prove to
perceived as real. I would send my themselves just how ignorant they are.
students to lh·e and study and work in This is not very satisfying, Instead, r ask
another country if 1 could. Since I can't, I them to familiarize themselves v.ith a
a:;k them at least to experience its legal country's materials in a systematic way, by
literature at first hand.
preparing a :serie:s of short reports. Toward
A useful part. of this experience is the end of the tenn, they are ready to try to
solve some kinds of problems v.ith the
foretgn materials. Having done this, they
are reasonably prepared to attempt a
research paper. if they choose, in the
second-term seminar.
To some extent, the ::ubjects of the
reports parallel the :;ubjects considered in
the reading materials. Within a few weeks,
One of the 6rst things
the class consists of half~xperts on a
young Puffins learn to do
variety of foreign system, who can share
IS fly lceJandic.
their insights, derivl:'d from oliginal
l~~Ji
re."earch, with each other.
fly any youth (Puffin
In a series of six assignments, ,pread
or person) frmt 12
thru 23 years okl
over about nine weeks, I lead .students
roundtrip from New
through the fundamentals of legal research
York to Luxembourg
forjlst$400. $43)
m a civil-law jurisiction. In genercil, the
from Chicago. Restudents
are expected to discover for
turn tickets are
themselve:s what to do, using my leading
ROOd for a full
year. Fares are
que::;tions as a starting point, but I am
~to
a\'ailable for frequent consultation. French
and German legal research are diseussed in
anytJme.
clas:;, and here as elsewhere the library
exerci5e proves its merit when students
are able to speak from their own
experience about some other country's
materials.
The six steps are:
1. A three-page (single-spaced) memo
on the resources available in our library,
including both materials published in the
student's chosen jurisdiction and sow-ces
not published m the jurisdiction, such as
articles in American law journals.
2. A five-page memo, making
appropriate use of materials published
both in the foreign jurisdiction and
elsewhere, on its political and legal history,
form of govenunent and court system.
3. A two-page memo on lawyers and
legal
education.
Roundtrip 14-45 day APEX &.re from N.V."
4. A two-page discussion of the
manner in which a lawyer of the foreign
jurisdiction would research the next
Roundtrip Youth Fare. Good thru 11ge 23.
problem. pointing out the differences, if
any, in the way the student will tackle it.
5. A five-page memo on two or three
"S211SfnD Cllitlp To:lat!u- be reoerved ~ cloyspnor 111 ~ aad
American
cases that l provide, discussing
.-1 far.., 8 cloys ot resenaciDa. Add Sl5 f:ldl"' & crrm
hov. each would be classified, analyzed and

The Ptttrm fare

for,ouths.

'tr-

$275

$400
Icelandic to Europe
on,_.,.,

decided in the foreign system.und
comparing the Americ-.m and foreign
approaches. The cases are from torts,
contracts, property, fan1ily law and similar
subjects.
6. A brief memo suggesting what the
library should do for the jurisdiction's
collection if various modest sums of money
are available.
In addition, I assign two papers based
on the reading materials in lieu of a final
examination.
The lawyers of the United States, as I
have argued in other contexts, have
replaced those of England in earlier
centuries as the most intellectually isolated
of the Western World. We teachers. and
the instttut10ns that employ us. mu:;t
accept most of t.he blame. for we have failed
to give our :;tudents the basic skills for les::.
limited approaches. OurJ'ailure cannot be
excused a:s a response to lack of demand,
ftrst because our duty as teachers and role
models is to create demand where we think
it should be, and second because the
demand IS not missing until we discourage
it. My own first-year students, who could
hardly be an atypical sample year after
year. are always quite intere..:ted in
comparative approaches. 'When I see
:iel"Ontl clll<l third year• :;tudent-... for the
first time, however, I often find that they
have been beaten into submission by those
who believe that only the subjects covered
on the bar exam are legitimate areal> of
profe:s.;onalt'Oncem.
If the Ia\\ cwTiculum is merely
traming for· tlh! bar exam, then, as
Han-ard':; Dean Langdell :-aid in a slightly
different context, "a univen>ity v.ill best
consult its own dignity in declining to teach
it. "If on the contrary it is education for the
practice of Ia", it is impo:;sible to make a
case against comparative study. Law b too
important to be allowed to succumb to the
Balkanization which afflicts many oth~r
academic discipline:;. ~eith~ intellectual
isolationism nor over-specialization (."3.1l be
petmitted to drive out truly comparative
law.

Chen ...
t"IJIIf.

I /"11/11 }Jfl!fl! .$

hwnan bein1 ·· ::XI 1lar:; haven unique role
to play lll cl: 111y; ·~ t~:;ues and m establishing lheoreucnl frame\\Ot'k::. to guide action.
-~rhe must l·omJ,r~hcnsin• framework."
'ay:. Chen. "\\ ouid be one that tuke:, imo
at't'OUilt the <.~1mnou intere~t of tht? whole
uf humankm<l in lhi:- en~1· interdepemh.mt
\\ orld l"(llllllmnit~·. The ultimatt! t-nd:;ought
b the greatc::-t pa111cipation and ''idc~t
:;h,u·ing in the \'ctlue proce:>s.::- through
'' hich human dignity tor the individual per:-ou finds cont·r·t-te expre:;:;ion. ''
Despite his intt-rt.-st in wnting, Prof.
Cht"ll i,.

d~:~,·utad

to teaching <tnd df'eply

interested in his stuclent::o. He com;iders it a
1·lt<tsure an ' a p1i\ ilege to be part of ~ew
't · •rK La\\ ~t>hool, whkh has ··a stmng
lcmlership committed to excellence, acreatin~ and producti\'e faculty. and a \'ery
acti\'e, imelligent and highly moth·ated
studem body."
******~~•*********"****************~*

Jt's A Girl!
;*
EQU ITAS extends its heartiest
congmtulations to Prof. Suzanne ::
: Gottlieb Solomon and fonner Prof. 1::
~lat-tin Paul Solomon on the birth of
: theil· daughter.
:
:*
The brirl, unnamed at present, :*
; weighed in at exactly 7 lbs.. Prof. :
Gottlieb expects to be back in class E
: on April 24th.
*
····~·····•••****** ..***************1
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Organized Crime: Part of Urban Life

.JtJS'rt(~ J~

. :.; BY Nl:'"'
.
COUfiSE..
- -_nSPAPt:R

By FRANCISAJ.IANNI

Editor's Note: This iB Ute third in a
seriu of articles e.rploring "Crime and
JU8tice in America." In this article,
Columbia Univer8ity Professar Francis
A.J. Ianni di.scusses how organized crime
has become an integral part of American
economic, socU!l, and political life. This
sems was written for EQUITAS by The
Univer8ity ofCalifonlia, San Diego, and
furuied by a gmnt from the National
Eudoll"llleut .fur tlte Hu111anities. Supple~~teutaf

.tiwdiug }u1· tlti~,; w1ide wns
prooididbytheCenterforStudiuofCrime
and Delinquency, NatiJmal Institute of
Me11tal Health. f© 1977 by Ute Regents of
ROGUES' GALLERY(L toR) Louis " Lepke' Buchalter, head of Murder, Inc. and the rackets In New York in the 1930's; Frank
the UniverBity ofCalifomia.J
Costetlo, New York boss and alleged gambling czar in thC! late '40s and early '50s; and Sam Giancana, Chicago boss from the
mid '50s to mid '60s.
In return, the eriminal must pay livelihood of organized crime. There is
Fear of having one's home burglarized gambling and loan-sharking operations in
or of being mugged or held at gunpoint for the United States, as well as narcotics tribute to the political establishment. considerable evidence of police indifference
Social history testifies to how gangsters and even collusion in organized criminal
one's wallet has left few persons indifferent importation.
to the "crime problem" in America.
The Task Force also found that the and racketeers paid heavily into the coffers activities. The police are usually the only
But how many of us who waited in line Mafia had infiltrated legitimate busine::;::es of political machines in exchange for visible representatives of the power
structure at the street level where graft
to see "Godfather Part II" lost any sleep and labor unions and had made liaisons that immunity from prosecution.
and corruption are most obvious.
that night worrying about organized gave them power over officials at all levels
of government.
GHE'fTO ESCAPE ROUTE
However, price-gouging by merchants,
criminal activity in American cities?
The persons most willing to take the profits from dilapidated housing for
Organized crime has become such an
AN INDIGENOUS SYSTEM
A small but growing number of law risks involved in organized criminal absentee
landlords,
kickbacks
to
integral part of the politics and economics
contractors, bribes to inspectors, and the
of urban life that most American do not enforcement officials, journalists, and activity are, and have traditiOnally been,
consider it a personal problem.
social scientists who have been studying those who feel blocked from legitimate ever-increasing evidence of corruption in
Although a number of illegal act- organized crime interpret these same facts access to wealth and respectability. More the judiciary, city hall, and the federal
i\-ities are defined by law enforcement quite differently. They see organized crime often than not, these persons have been government are equally obvious to the
as an integral part of the American social members of minority groups who settle in people on the street of the mner city.
officials as products of organized ~:rune drug peddling, gambling. pro::titution, and economic system, involving (1) the slums of our cities.
lf organized crime is indeed an
Ghetto dwellers and their children integr.U part of American economic, social,
extortion, and loan-sharking large segments of the American public who
segments of the public regard some of demand goods and services which are have found organized crime an open route and politic-d.l life, it becomes easier to
these crimes as minor "vices·· that hurt no defined as illegal, (2) organized group~ of to escaping poverty and powerlessne:;s. understand why law enforcement agencies
one except, perhaps. the tax collector. criminals who are willing to take the risks The successful gangster, like the have met with little apparent success in
Over the years, organized crime- viewed involved in supplying them, and (3) the successful politician, has become a their efforts to contol organized crime. The
by many as the special domain of Italian corrupt public officials who protect such neighborhood model. in addition, pro"-ing it princip~ and direc; responsibility for its
is possible to achieve rapid and dramatic prevention t•e:.ts with the ·•total'" communimmigrants - has thrived on public individuals for their own profit or gain.
The history of organized crime in success in spite of the police and a variety of it~·- p1·ivate as well as governmental secdemands for ito) ser•ice~ and on \\-idespread
tor:;.
corruption. It has virtually become an America dates back to the days when the oppressors.
At the turn of the century, the Irish
..American way of life."
lawless bands of the James Brothers, the
Both sectors must make a concerted
Youngers, and the Daltolll) terrorized the were one such minority group. They were effort to provide viable alternatives to
AN ITALIAN CONSPIRACY?
As early as the last decade ofthe 19th western frontier. Then, in the late 19th quick to band together to form street gangs criminal behavior by offering better
Centrury, when 11 reputed "Mafiosi" Century, the "robber barons" - the \\-ith colorful names like "The Bowery economic opportunities, decriminalizing
accused of assassinating the city's police Eastern industrial giants - transformed Boys" and ''O'Connell's Guards," and they ,;ome "vices," and eliminating corrupt
chief were lynched by a New Orleans mob, that frontier into financial empires. It was soon came to dominate organized crime and practices in both the private and official
it was alleged that Italians brought not, however, until the 20th Century and big city politics. Once they achieved sectors.
organized crime with them to America. the growth of the modern city that political power (due at least partly to
The task is monumental; it requires
Eighty years after the New Orleans org-anized crune, as we know it today, connections and pay-offs surrounding illicit providing models for public trust and
lynchings, a Harris Poll indicated that a developed.
activities), their access to legitimate ethical concern at every level of public and
majority of Americans- a decisive 78 to 17
The organized crime that now thrives opportunities increased. Eventually the private enterprise. If, however, we hope to
per cent of the sample - believed that in American cities is rooted in the social and Irish won respectability in construction, curb organized criminal activity in
'there is a secret organization engaged in economic history of urban life. Urban trucking, public utilities, and on the America, we must begin to deal with the
organized crime in this country which is history indicates how the growth of the waterfront and no longer reeded to become 1-eality of the situation.
called the Mafia."
American city resulted m complex but Involved in organized crime.
Certamly we should continue to seek
The aftermath of World War I ushered out and prosecute the organized criminals.
A
number
of
governmental demOJll)trable, relatiolll)hlps among mininvestig-<~tory bodies have held similar otitie::;. politicians and organized crime. It in the era of Prohibition and speculation in
But this i~ not enough. Organized crime
views. In 1901 Sen. Estes Kefau\·er's 1:. this network of relation:;hip::- that the money markets and real e~tate would not survive were it not for
Senate Crime Committee concluded "there reveab org-anized crime in America to arenas for power and profit over whi{'h corruption in government and industry;
is a nation\\ide crime ::;yndicate known as be a home-grown variety, indigeno~ to Je\\i::h and eventually Italian gangs fought
nor would it thrive \\ithout public support.
the Mafin (who::eJ lead~ are u::ually found American soil, rather than a foreign for control.
From the 1930s on, Italians moved
in control of the most lucrative racket.) in transplant.
ABOUT THE Al.JTHOR:
their cit.U>.s."
We have long known that organized into positions of power in both organized
FRA'lCISA.J. L-\.1\~1
President Lyndon Johnson's 1965 crime and the corrupt political stuctures of crime and politics. More have since gained FRA.XCIS .4.J. IAX.\'1 holds a joint
Task Force on Organized Crime similarly many major American cities enjoy a access to legitimate means of acquiring uppoiutment as Professor a11d Director of
concluded. "There is a nationwide alliance relationship in which success in one is riches and re~pectability, but the cycle
the Horace Mann Lincoln Institute,
of at least 24 tightly knit Mafia 'Families' heavily dependent on the right connections continues as blacks and Hispanics seek to
Teachel"s College, Coly.mbia Unh·ersity.
which control organized crime in the in the other. In this crucial relationship, rise like the phoenix, out of the ashes of (Ill(/ as <·onsull<wt in medical PBlfchology
United States," whose members "are the criminal is permitted to produce and inner-city ~hettos.
at the Psychiatric Center of St. Luke's
Italians and Sici.l.ians or of Italian or Sicilian provide those illicit goods and services
Hospital iu New York City. Trained in
descent." According to the Task Force, which our morals publicly condemn but
psychology, socialogy, and anthropology,
these "families," linked together by which our mores privately demand PERVASIVE CORRUPTION
he has also se1·ued as Associate
agreements and obeying a nine-member gambling, stolen but cheap goods, illegal
Corruption in both government and
Conw1is8ioner [01" Research for the U.S.
comm.ission, control most of the illegal alcohol, sex, and drugs.
private business also contibutes to the
Office of Education.
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AnswersandCounterc~ims-ConUnued
cout.jro111 page 10
To the Editor:
I am a recent (June, 1977) graduate of
New York Law School and wish to direct
your attention to an advertisement which
appears on page 5 of the February, 1978
issu e of EQU ITAS. The advertisement for
the Peiper Bar Review course contains a
stat ement that "In fact since the Pieper
course began in 1975 NO ONE from New
York Law School has failed the New York
Sar F:xam after taking Pieper." This
statement is incorrect, as there were
members of my graduating class, including
myself, w ho did not pass the July, 1977
New York State Bar Examination after
taking the P ieper course, I suggest that
Mr. Pieper be contacted so that the matter
may be resolved.
Y ours truly.
R ichard Friedfertig
Solomon v. NYLS

To The Editor.
1 noted with dismay that I was linked
by name t o a quote in an article appearing
in vour February 1978 issue headlined
''Ex-Prof Sues for $1 Million". At an
appropriate time and place if called upon, I
will fully reveal my lmowledge and
recollection of the events which are the
substance for the above described article.
No op portunity was given to me by
y our publication, however, to comment or
exp lain t!pon the truthfulness and accuracy
of the quotation ascribed to me.
As journalists and law students, in the
future your staff should afforo all those
m e ntioned in an article of this nature with
an opportunity to comment before
p ub lieation.
I note with pleasure the continued
e x cellence of your publication and trust
t h at this was simply an oversight.
Sincerely,
Stephen Hochberg

To the Editor:
In the February edition of EQUITAS,
there were two references to me which, I
believe, require commen~ First, and I
understand this is being corrected, it was
not I bu t the United Federation of
Teachers which brought an unfair labor
practice claim against NYLS to the NLRB.
That decision is being appealed.
Second, in an article concerning my
h us band's lawsuit against Dean Shapiro
and others, J ohn Thornton is quoted as
stating that I was granted tenure by the
Rank & T enure Committee by a "closely
divided v ote". I have recently learned
through a s upervising body that the vote in
favorof granting me tenure was 4-2 and the
t wo who voted against me were the Dean
and a member of the faculty who had been
a t the time of the vote and is now being
su ed by my husband. The right of the Dean
to vote is one of the matters I am currently
challenging . At present, the Dean votes as
a member of the Committee. He then
makes a recommendation to the Board of
Trustees as Dean, which according to the
Rules of T enure of NYLS, is supposed to
be in accordance with the Committee vote.
H e then votes .as a Trustee! This is
especially eglegious at NYLS where 10 of
t h e 18 Trustees have been appointed
within t.he last 2~ years, and, on
infonnation and belief, the average
Trustee knows little of what goes en at
NYLS other than what the Dean tells hiin.
Further, the A.B.A. and A.A.L.S. rules
require that the governance of the school

should be by the faculty and tbat faculty
decisions on tenure should be abided by
except in extraordinary circumstances.
Prof. Suzanne C.ottlieb
Editor's Note: The appeal Prof Gottli~b

refers to in he>· letter was denied 011 March
Jl, 1978 by Jolm S. ln•ing, Geneml Coun -

sel on the National Labor Relations
Board.
To the Editor.
Thank you for your invitation to clarify my position concerning my lawsuit against Dean Shapiro and NYLS.
I would like to compliment Equitas not
only for its stated purpose of attempting to
cover both sides of the controversy, but
even more, for simply having an article
about the suit. For too long Equitas has
been under the undue influence of the
Dean, and while removing accusations
which the Dean would find objectionable,
at least the story was told, albeit not the
full story. I understand that two years ago
when a trustee resigned in protest against
the administration that Dean Shapiro and
John Thornton effectively blocked the
trustee's letter of explanation from ever
being published.
The principal problem with the article
is not what was said, but what was omitted. By letter to the editor dated February
27,1978, I attempted tooutlinesomeofthe
material portions of the complaint, and the
accusations against the Dean contained
therein, which had been omitted, but the
Editors of Equitas sent copies of my letter
to Dean Shapiro and John Thornton for
their comments before it was scheduled to
be published. As a result, the Editors now
claim that the letter cannot be publli;hed
because to reprint charges against Dean
Shapiro which are contained in the complaint could constitute a libel. The editors
have admitted that their position is based
on the advice of counsel - the same counsel who is representing Dean Shapiro in the
subject litigation. The position of Equitas
is without merit, but I cannot force their
hand.
Marshall Lippman is quoted in the article as saying that the investigation was "a
gathering of voluntary information." Yet
the complaint alleges that "certain students were question~d only because they
had done well in plaintiffs class" and that,
as the article stated, that one student was
threatened that "she might not be certified
to the character committee when she applied to become a member of the bar if she
did not cooperate."
Maurice Nessen, the attorney for the
school. had admitted that he has known
Dean Shapiro for 22 years. A motion has
been made to disqualify him based on conflict of interest in that the interests of
NYLS and of Dean Shapiro may not be the
same. Nessen is quoted as stating that I
was confronted with the affida vit.s against
me and then resigned. Yet the Dean's answer admits that I have never seen the

affidavits and have not even been told who
was questioned. Further, I have been told
that Nessen stated that the affidavits don't
amount to a hill of beans.
[ must take issue with the Equitas
editorial which states that "no matter who
wins this suit in the court. of law the ultimate loser will be the students of NYLS in
the court of public opinion." For too long
Dean Shapiro has silenced criticism and
questioning by claiming that to -critize him
would be to hurt NYLS. But talk concerning NYLS and the present administration
is widespread, and the school will remain
suspect unless corrective measures are
taken.
Further, if abuses continue. NYLS's
image will continue to suffer, and more
important, students and faculty members
will con tinue to be taken advantage of. I do
not want to see NYLS hurt. The school
community ~ill benefit if changes are
made. One purpose of this suit is to force
some of those changes.
Martin Paul Solomon

Editor's note: AltltOll{}h EQUITAS does
not make a policy ofanswerirl{} lette1·s, we
do iiO at this time to correctajactual erro1·.
Prof Solomon is not correct when he
states tlwt EQUITAS and tlte school hat·e
i>/l(lred common legal counsel. EQUITAS
has 1wt consulted the school's attorney,
Maurice Nessen. for legal adv ice at any
f1111e sinre tile cun·eut Editor-iu-Chieftook

olliee.
As to Proj: Solomon's implied assertiou that EQFITAS Is under the Dean·.~
tittonb, so to speak, he is cerlai1lly entitled
to his opinion, but u•e must respectfully
disagree.
Clinics
To the Editor:
I was very glad to see the article on
clinical education in the last issue of
EQUITAS. New York Law School
has an excellent clinical program that is
unique in the wide variety of opportunities
it offers the students.
[Unfortunately, the information on
the Geriatric Law Clinic was incorrect and
incomplete.] The Geriatric Law Clinic is a
four-credit course; one cannot "opt for 2
academic credits working outside or take
only the academic part of the course.'' The
student must participate in both the
substantive seminar and the clinical
component. Last semester two evening
students were allowed to take only the
seminar portion under exceptional
circumstances: both were working fulltime in the field (one as the Regional
Commissioner on External Affairs of the
Social Security Administration and the
other as a manager ofan adult home) and as
evening students they were unable to take
the full four cr edits.
The work available within the
Geriatric Law Clinic is much wider than
that indicated in the article. In addition to
the research and legislative drafting

positions mentioned in EQUITAS,
students last semester were able to choose
representational Jegal work under the oneto-i)ne supervision of attorneys in legal
services offices for the elderly as .veil as
investigation and trial preparation with the
Special Prosecutor's Office on Nursing
Homes, appellate work with private firms
doing pro bono cases with the American
Jewish Committee's Office on Aging, and
investigation, opinion-drafting, and preparation of cases for intra--agency appeals
for the Crime Victim Compensation Board.
Compensation Board.
All of these positions, of course,
focused on Geriatric Law. Since the
program studies and serves a specific,
though greatly heterogeneous, population,
it is very important that the students in the
class, at least as a class, have experience
with several approaches toward the
problems of that population and several
aspects of the population group itself.
Finally, the New York Law School
stildent body includes a great number who
have come to law school with a first career
behind them. Since I believe that it is
desirable that during their three years of
law school these people examine the
similarities and differences between their
first careers and their second careers in
law and learn how to work the two into a
most effective combination, I attempt to
accommodate past careers and special
interests as far as possible.
Each of the placements that will be
available next fall has been successful1y
performed last term and given the
students involved a satisfactory and wellsupervised work experience.

Sandra Johnson
Assistant Professor of Law
Alumni Dinner
To the Editor:
As Chairman of the Class of 1972
reunion that was held in connection with
the Alumni Dinner at the Waldor-Astoria
last fall, I must differ with the opinion
expressed by my classmate, Marshal L.
Gates, in the February, HY78, issue of
EQUITAS.
If the atmosphere seemed hectic,
possibly this resulted from the fact that a
record number of alumni attended that
dinner. The New York Law School Office
of Alumni Affairs did a most exemplary job
in accommodating this unprecedented
number of attendees. Mr. Gates states that
people were herded from the cocktail room
to the dining room. It is customary at such
functions to have cocktails served in a
separate area, and it is therefore necessary
to move from that area to the dining room
for dinner. The menu was most
imaginative, and the food was served most
COil(. Oil J}<l{le 1 Y
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Mock Grand Jury Investigates 5th Amendment Rights Violations
by Sam Himmelstein
Q. Before which inve:;tigative arm of
the government, often used to repress
political dissent, are v.itnesses routinely
deprived of their Fifth Amemdment and
other constitutional rights, their right to a
tran..•;cript, their right to know the nature
of the proceedings and their right to have
an attorney present?
A. A Grand Jury.
These charges were leveled at the
existing U.S. grand jury system by
participants in a "Mock Grand Jury"
presented last month by the NYLS
chapter of the National Lawyers Guild and
lhe National Committee for Gr-.md Jury
Reform, before an audience of 5 students
and guests.
The Mock Grand Jury was perfonned
by members ofthe committee, their friends
and professional actors in an attempt to
inform the audience of the political and
legal abuse:; which occur during Grand
Jury proceedings. Albie Burk introduced
the program, explaining that Grand Juries
have evolved from their original purpose of
protecting citizens from govenunental
oppression into a tool of the govenunent in
which \\itnesses are stripped of their
constitutional rights and through which
various movements for social and political
change are attacked and harassed.
The presentation which followed was
based upon the real life experiences of
some of the participants and members of
the committee. A nan-ator periodically
interrupted to explain the "proceedings" as
the mock prosecutor, played by Attorney
Linda Backiel began her questions. The
"investig-cltion" concerned alleged connections between the ··!'lew York Law

School Students For Social Justice" and 'II
"Washington-based dissident group". The
"itness was one "Keith Jones, the elected
leader of the NYLS..SBA". who was asked
questions concerning ~ knowledge of the
workings, membership finances and
political ideology of the group under
investigation. During the course of the
examination, it became clear that the
\\itness had no right to know either what
the Grand Jury was investigating or
whether or not he was a target of the
investigation. [f the "'itness wished to
consult his attorney, he had to request a
recess and do so in the hallway. The

narrator noted that if the .,..;tness an.swen;
one question, he waives all of his Fifth
Ammendment right:>, and that the
go,·emment can offer the \\itness "use
immunity" which \\-ill also compel him to
answer. Upon returning, the witness
refused to answer, citing his First
Ammendrnent right to freedom of
association, but inadvertently admitted his
membership in the SBA. The prosecution
then informed the witness that he had thus
waived all of his Fifth Ammendment
rights, and would be cited for contempt if
he refused to cooperate. The witness began
to take copious notes, since he would not be

entitled to a transcript. He continued to
assert his coru;titutional privileges and was
cited for contempt and imprisoned for the
length of the Grand Jury, which could have
been 18 months.
(;rand Jur) .\ d\·ke
The narrator indicated that this was a
familiar scenario,and offered the following
ad ..ice to those who may someday be
subpoenaed:
- Get a lawyer and fight the sub-

poena.
-Take notes.
- Refuse to testify immediately on
Fifth Amendment grounds.

Panel Debates Free Speech and Obscenity
by Harry J. l\atrichis
and Leonard Ross
On Saturday afternoon, March 11,
197~. the Jerome Prince Moot Court Room
of BrookJyn Law School was the :;cene of n
panel dkc~ion concerning ob,.cenity and
the law. The event was an-dnged by the
A.B.A./Law Student Dhision a:< an attraction for the L.S.D. ':; Second Circuit
Spting Roundtable. An audience of over
100 were captivated by "porn" notable AI
Goldstein and NYLS adjuct professor:;
Harold Pti.ce Fahringer and Dr·. Emsl \ an
den Haag. The moderatm· of this heated
discu~ion was David Nev. man, XYLS '78.

.\I (;otd~tein Spt.'aKs
The afternoon se:;sion began with AI
Goldstein defining the Gong Show and
much of daytime televiston as an obscenit)
that most American:> are willing to live
\\ith. M.r. Goldstein :;tated that he felt that
his role and the role of hi,.. magazine
SCREW was to infot"''ll the populace on

matters of a sexual natw·e. He expre:;sed
the \'iew that most people "kne" more
about how to change a flat tire than they
did about fi'*king and s ..*king."
Mr. Fahti.nger expre:.-..;ed the opinion
that only speech \\ith illegal actioru; can be
constitutionally regulated and that obS(.~
nity does not produce harm or ill effect.."- on
society. He went on to note that a peaceful
coexistl'nce of seeming opposite:> must
exist for all in order to presen e a free
society or freedom will ultimately exist for
none. ~Ir. Fahringer expressed a deep·rooted concern \\ith any restrictions,
noting that ~~ of the Soviet liter-ature
that is suppressed is suppressed by the
application of obscentity statutes.
Prof. Van den Haag's basic argument
was that this material is not speech and
that it can therefore be regulated "ithout
any 1st Amendment problem. He said that
a distinction must be made between obscenity and basic news reporting. He also

argued that the framer:; of the 1st Amendment intended freedom of :;peech to be
applied in terms of freedom of politic-ell expre:;....ion. Prof. Van clen Haag stressed that
obscenity hll!i an influen<:e on ~ociety and
that that influence unavoidably pollute~
our :;odal auno:;phere.
Mr. Gold:-tein', conclu:;ion was that
the Bill of Rights is ab:;olute and we as a
society must therefore permit everything.
He noted that the "unappetizing for some is
the ptice paid for freedom for alL··
There were a number of questions
from the audience at the close of the discussion, most of which were directed to Al
Goldstein. In response to a question from
EQUlTAS editor Jonah Triebwasser on
the pol'llOgJ"<lphic display of sex using chil::lren. Mr. Goldstein stated that he per·
sonally felt that it was disgusting, and by
editorial choice it did not appear in
SCREW, but he stated that the ab..."'lutist
vie\\ :;hould allow such material to exist.
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The worth of the NYLS diploma will not be affected
by what EQUITAS print~ . lt i:> detennined by the per·
fonnance of the gr.Wuates of this school~ they take job:- in
the legal profession.
I make no e.xcul)es. I ac<:ept my share of the blame (or
credit as the case may be), I do not set EQUITAS policy
alone. I empha:size I have tried to influence policy in other
directions.
y now, some readen; \\ill have dismissed this column
as the raving of a chronic malcontent. It is precisely
those people who are at the root of the troubles this insti·
t ut ion has experienced. An ostrich, by burying its head in
the sand, forgets its troubles, but it also presents a ,·ery
tempting target.
.
• I do not wish to leave an impres:.ion that this school is
bad. It has a great deal going for it. Hit utilizes resources tt
has, and gets new ones where old ones have failed , it is in a
posit ion to be one of the best schools in the country. The
administration well knows where changes are needed.
T he tight for respectability did not end when this
school receivedits accredidation. It only began there.
Denouement
nile here I have met some of the best and some of the
worst types ofpeople.One expects to deal with ~trong
egos in a law school. But some of the people I have met defy
belief. For some reek..;on it fails to dawn on these people that
the fact that others were admitted when they were means
t hat there are l$e\·er.U hundred people here a.s good a:;, if
not better, than they are. On the othe1· hand, I reiterate
that the best are also found here.
To some of the people I have known, I leave a few
words:
Dean )lar:;hall Lippman: As nelegunt as it may
sound, I offer a simple thank you in eippreciation for all he
has done for me, from pi"O\'Iding legal t'Ounsel to providing
ad vil-e that proved so in\'aluable. There i..; no way of repay·
ing his efforts, but he retmru. my deep res}kct and gratitude.
Thou,L('h he rna~ not push a.s much paper as adnunisU'll·
tor.: am supposed to, he Is the one man in the admini:-tl'll·
tion \\ ho~e office Is open nnd acces~tble to all ,;tudents.
Thet'l" c.m be no better admmi,.:tJ'iltor than one who ha....
earned man~ student:s' e,peet.
Dean Amold Graham: For hi:> t'OOperauon ami t·ead
mes::. to prO\'tde information- e\ en at the odde:<t hours1 thank h1m.
Anthon~ Scanlon: )luch maligned. ht,; <:ontrtbution to
the >-chool h; in-eplaceable.
Jim Tncanco: A person \\ho .:pent two .}ear'. in \\h,tt
must lm\e at tim~ ~med frustrating attempts, to teach
me the dtfference between law school journalism and journalism in general. I understand the difference. and ask rum
to re-examine his \'iews mlight of :<ub.->equent event,.
Peter Rose: First, I thank hlm for making my job in
\\Titing this column a great deal eastet. l also thank him for
the many times he entertained us with hb JOkes. He is one
of the few people I know to hll\'e retained hb sense of
humor through three years of law school.
Jonah Triebwas~~r: I a:;k him to remember that au·
thority cannot take the place oflogic. Authority is fleeting,
it merely llttaches briefly to a figure, and flees if it is not
tempered with reason. ~o package is smaller than a man
wr-apped up in himself. We had many arguments due to our
basically differing phtlo~ophies - dL--agreement with a
philosophy does not make it invalid.
Richard Grant: I \\ill always remember him as a per·
son who kept the staff laughing and a:; someone who mag·
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nifi<:ently managed to fill all that empty space we would
ha\'e been stuck with otherwise. and tum it into one of the
highlights of this public-ation.
::\eal Greenfield: A quiet member of the staff who
:::omeho\\ alwa~·s seemed to be around when there w~ a
story to be done. He would then get it done before deadlines- a r·arity around here. Aside from that, he is proof
th<lt there are people from Brooklyn who have a sense of
humor.
Jon Spark$: This paper was greatly impro,·ed by hi,.
drawin~ and cartoons. Rarely does an editor enjoy the
luxury of having pictures drctwn to specifications by such
an inventive artist.
Alice Xewman: The one administrati\·e assistant who
keeps ,.miJing no matter how crowriPfl hpr offiC"e get-. and her office tends to become more crowded than the
others. I must have taxed her patience the many times I
llied to get Dean Lippman: I thank her for her forebear·
an<.-e.
Rick Ceresia: I express my appreciation for making
the technical preparation so much faster and easier despite
the sometimes difficult conditions.
To the many other people whom I have been unable to
add due to space considerations, it has been a pleasure
wol'lcing with (most ot) you. I wish you ::-ucces::: in all your·
future endea\'Ot":l.
-George Schwa rz,
)lan aging Editor

"Time Won 't Let lte"
mtially I jumped at the chance to write a "30"column
~0\\ J find myself struggimg to come up \\ith somethmg to say. I'm amazed that I can't put mto words all my
thoughts and feelings about what going to ~YLS has
meant tome.
Easter dinner last month marked the first time in
three years that I could not answer that often-asked·byrelatives question. "Would you do it over again?" Used to
be the answer· was an emphatic "no way." ~ow, I'm not so

for the inability to realize that having a degree doesn't
make one a superior human being. Too many of us have lost
that ability. I thought the purpose of going to law school
was to improve the quality of life. Instead, many of u.s have
somewhere along the way forgotten how to take the time
to enjoy out":lelves.
hls "not having enough time" syndrome is shared by
more than the students. Too many faculty members
and administrative workers consistently claim they "don't
have time right now. " I can't for the life of me figure out
what is more important than the students and student
problems. It seems that in the course of cowering behind
closed doors and "don't knock" signs many of those appointed to help students have lost sight of that primary
function. And in contrast to that, I can only remark v.ith
praise about people like Deans Lippman and Graham, who
always had time to render assistance.
Let me stop naming people light here; there are others who are equally fine, and I don't want to make a list for
fear of lea\;ng someone out.
ime seems to have always been the foremost consid·
ation for anything at this school. Not submitting
grades in a timely fashion has become a trite joke- only it
really isn't funny because so much depends on it. But what
is a reallaugher is the biennial promise to publish an exam
schedule "on time." Some of my classmates don't even
know whether they'll graduate; apparently no one ha:s
taken time to let them know. Some teachers don't even
have the time to regularly come to class.
To all this, I can only say: if more people would have
taken the time, these last three years would have been a lot
nicer. I'm not sorry I went to ::\'YLS. It's paid off well. I'm
just sorry 1t had to be the way it was. And ~omething tells
me nobody ts goin;:r to take the time to change it.
- .Joe Sta,·ota
~ew~ Editor
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I can't say that it's been fun; it was never fun. It
wasn't fun seeing my friends and me worry ourselves to
death. It wasn't enjoyable watching many classmates sell
themselves out ideologically. And lest I be accused of
"casting the fm;t stone, "let me say for the record: I'm not
the same person I v:as three years ago. But for better or
worse, I can at least admit to myself that I've changed. l
won't blame law school. Law school simply exists; I've
always felt that whatever traits surfaced during law school
......"'e there before. It's too convient to blame law school for
nability to stop for a moment and enjoy life a little, or

Rob fraser

n newspaper parlance a ..30" at the head of a column
indicates a reporter is writing his final words before
retirement from the staff. '1'raditionally such compositions
afford the writer an opportunity to open the floodgates of
his deepest feelings and to let his readership know what is
really behind all the words he has penned during his ten·
ure. Because my deep feelings on law school probably
would not fill a thimble and to the best of my knowlege I
have no identifiable readership, I shall have to be content
to give some random impressions and a few suggestions for
the future.
The School has changed for the better since the Class
o.f 1978 entered, but many problems still remain. During
ow· first year we had all our classes in a single room where
rout.
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we sat in assigned seats. Our schedules were predetermined, and most of us dutifully attended classes and were
usually prepared to recite. Sometimes when we did screw
up enough courc1ge to speak or were unprepared, we were
abused to the singular glee of some perverted professor
and to the uniform amazement of our fellow classmates.
Fortunately, changes and improvements in the faculty
have numbered the days of the classroom overseer. After
all, shouldn't learning be an enjoyable ex-perience?
NYLS's physical plant has improved measurably over
the last three years, and the acquisition of a third building
gives it the opportunity to present a more impressive
image. Carpeting now covers the floors of the library. The
faculty has its own dining club. .Most student organizations
have their own quarters. While these and other changes
could be categonzed as window-dres:illlg, they are, nevertheles$. sign.s of improvement. But some of the SchOOl'$
planning must be characterized as shortsighted and amateUlish. Hallways were compressed to provide extra faculty offices, yet party"line telephones were installed and
paper-thin wall-dhiders were erected. After continued
pressw·e, a placement board appeared but has yet to hold
still. How many times has it been moved? Perhaps it has
gone full circle around the lounge of47 Worth St. Public
telephones for students have been relocated at the crossroads of four doorways in the same building. The administration would get high marks if it constructed soundproof
booths in a private area and installed phones which were
toll-free at least for NYC calls. While I recognize these are
minor matters, they are symptomatic of NYLS's gro\ving
p-.u.ns and frustr&te the School's users.
No longer \\ill you have to study over the Hanukkah
-Christmas- New Year holiday. In spite of entrenched
interests in engr.ning the old calendar in stone, the change
was made. It is <.oertainly worth a try and may imprO\'e
gtudent morale immeasurably. But the proposed Spring
semester remains a puzzle. There will be a record three
week:< between semesters. yet little respite is planned for
the Spring. 'Why not convert one of those intersession
weeks i11to an Easter recess'? Most students would probably welcome the oppottunity to "pull together" the Spring
:o:emester, which, unlike the Fall, is short on holiday~.
hen the Class of 19i8 arrived. bulletin boards were

spcu'Se, and most communication was by word of
W
mouth. Now the School is blanketed with boards of\·arious
sizes and shapes, each covered \\itll a collage of noti<:es
whit·h would delight the eye of Jackson Pollack. In short,
the overkill has desu-oyed what little communication did
exist. The SBA's ne\\ pu::;hpin po1tfolio communications
network hvpefully ";n untangle the crossed wil-es, but
neither students nor administrators are yet in the habit of
using it. Perhaps NYLS should publish an official weekly
calendar. The cost of mailing it to students and faculty
seems slight in the face of the chaos which now persi!;ts.
Imagine what ,·isitol'S think when they see every wall and
niche pla,tered \\ith paper, most of it out of date. These
··off the wall'' communications convey a sense of inefficiencj , waste. antll>OntU8ion.
Al:::o, our Cla::;s has witnessed a seemingly uncontrolled increase in the size of the student body. Student~
arrive at different times of the year to pursue different
programs. The variety is desir-able. but too often the
t-e.,ult ~ hyb1iu students who have difficulty identifying
with any class. It is notewo1-thy that some of the fi1-st
mid-year class have accelerated into Class of 1978 and we
welcome them. We can only hope that the size of the
student body
stabilize where it is now and all will be
able to enjoy the luxury of some elbow room once the old
Spm"tan Mills building is refurbished
Ac<.'Ompan:,ing the gmwth of the student body is a
se1ious problem in placement. Only an estimated 15'>C of
the graduating day division has positions for next year.
Drci.Stic measUJ-es a1-e required to improve on that figure.
Presently we have two people involved full time in placement. We could u~ si.x, at least. The same 30 odd govern·
ment agencies and accounting ftrnls interviewed NYLS as
have in recent years. D1·astic steps should be taken to
break the log jam and attract more intervieweJ'S. We note
with envy that over 300 finns Yisit NYU each fall and
almost 400 conduct interviews at Columbia's "job roundup" in August. For NYLS to 1·each one quarter of either of
those figures would be a giant step in the right direction.
Late in the Spring of 1977 the SBA published a handbook-dictionary for the Nl:'LS fa'llily. This was probably

,,;u

the most useful handout I picked up during the last three
years. Yet, we note that budgetary constraints and a
breakdown in communication with the administration will
pl-e\·ent the 1-eappearance of this publication. How clifficult
would it be to collect the name and adch'-ess cards at registration'? Surely the School's infallible computers stiould be
able to generate a list of its own students. We fully recognize that we are a commuter's school and oppoltunities to create a sense of community are rare. But a yearly
handbook, like the proposed weekly calendar, present
chcu1ces for <:reating some community aunospbere.
he students at NYLS cu·e a hearty breed. .Many commute anywhere from two to four hours per day. Some
have family 1·esponsibilities in addition to their studies.
Others su ppo1t themselves by working in bet ween classes.
A very few face all three of these obstacles each day their effolts at·e truly superhuman.
Most of the faculty have taught u::s well, and I, for one,
will complete this third )'ear \dth generally good impressions of the dassroom experience at N YLS. But there are
notable exceptions to that statement which are well-implanted in my memory.
It is only fitting in closing that I mention my wife Lid.
::-ht- h<t~ bt-en a steady ,;oun:e of $lrength uml eucouragt-ment, and without her support and sacrifice the last three
yem'S would ha,·e been nearly impossible. Thank you very
much.
-Rob Fraser.
Copy Editor

in ow· society.
I was in a quandary over which law school to
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© Richard Gr-mt, 1978
ou know, you people have been kind of special to me.
You're more than just the New York Law School
community to this third year student. l mean it. I've been
going through a lot of changes these past three years and
you've all had some influence on me. Maybe I don't know
all yow· names yet, but. that's not important. I sa,.v this in all
honesty, without you I don't think I could haYe done It.
(Don't worry, Jonah. 1 know how to leave gracefully,
and \\;th dignity. I\·e done thb before.)
This ... is a very emotional moment. I'd like to share
"ith you some of my experiences. The law and I go way
back.
1 had an average childhood. At the age of two 1 was
stolen from the gypsies. Lazlo and Rosa were heartbroken. They had to <:ancel the knife act. They found me
when the police recovered the cab.
As an adolescent, I wa.-> interested in gil·ls and rare
book eolle<:ting. I read the first draft of Moby Dick by
Hetman Melville. You could tell it was the first draft
be~ause it began "Call rne Moby." I had a copy of the
original Gutenberg Bible. My favorite passage was ·'thou
shalt not covet Gutenberg's wife.··
In 1974, I g~·aduated college ,.,'lth a degree in jow·nalism but couldn't get a job becaure of heighl dis·
crimination. Several months later l was hired by a coffee
filter company after stooping at an interview. It seemed
unfair.
.Maybe that's when I became interested in the law.
But there's more to life than steady work. Once I got
on a bus and saw this comely young woman sitting near the
window, \\;th her coat on the aisle seat. "How far is your
coat going?" I kidded her. She held up two tickets. I broke
up with her coat that spring.
That reminds me of a joke. No, I'll tell it some other
time. I don't want to thwart the solemnity of this occasion.
ow did l become a student at New York Law School,
probably the best law school in the country, you ask?
I'll tell you.
One rainy afternoon I was on line at the state employment office in Hackensack, New.Jersey. Suddenly a
man walking in front of me tripped. "You people with big
feet shouldn't be allowed on the streets," he said. "If l had
a lawyer, you'd be in serious u-ouble." After the third time,
I began to realize that there was a great need for lawyers
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attend, when .something the registrar at New York
Law School said, convinced me to go the1-e. After he
looked up and made eye contact, he said, "It is better
to study the law now than ten years from now when
the law has changed.··
For the next three years my life was an endless
1-ound of studying, buying books, attending classes,
waiting for the elevator, taking exams and eating at
Gil's.
I never told this to anyone befo1-e, but this is the
kind of moment when you want to spill your guts out
to someone. Around the time I was admitted to New
Y01·k Law School l lost my sense of smell. Probably a
coincidence, I thought. But I went to see a doctor
anyway. "Hypochondliac," he told me. ·'Goldbricker. It's all psychological, it's all in your head.
Wait, I'll give you this sug-.u· pill. You want a shot, I'll
give you a shot."
Obviously medical science did not know how to
treat my condition. So for three years I studied law
\dthout smelling a thing. No please, l don't want your
pity. I had to ccu-ry a smoke dectector in my briefcase, but
they're making them lighter these days.
Everytin1~ I got into the elevator, I stood next to a
temaJe Ia\\ student and inhaled deeply, trying to smell her
perfume or hair spray or deodorant soap, hoping fo1· a
miJ<tcle. 1 know it looked kind of sick, but that's the kind of
guy lam.
I never told any of my professors because I didn't
want them w take my handic-ap into account when they
graded me. Maybe I should have.
ey, I want to say here and now that the rumor that
the faculty deliberately curves down the grades is not
true. After all, some students get A's in some cow-ses. If
the grades were higher, these students would be getting
Superduper A's, which they certainly don't deserve. They
don't study that hard. They're alway:::: playing bridge
e,·erytime you see them. Besides, ow· graduates would
have trouble getting jobs if they reeeh·ed lowet· grades
than they would have gotten at other law schools. Why
would the school want to do that? What possible reason
would they haYe for doing something like that? See, my
arguements cannot be retuted. You know something.
three years ago l could not have performed this type of
legal reasoning.
l"d like to tukt: this opportunity to salute the faculty of
:--:e"· York La\\ School. Most oft hem t•.tnge from ex<:elltnt
to brilllimL. Only a few of them should be out working w1th
wood.
I lucked out this tem1, though. None of my professors
are in the caropemry category. 1 just want to say, Professors, you're doing on~:: hell of a job. Teaching law to a
roomful of eager, interested students is not a task that
evel'YO!Ie can uo well. 1 admire you and hope you can
maintain that high standcu'd the rest of the term. Thanks,
I mean it.
Listen, writing this column and thinking about my
ex perien<:es <\t l\ew York La\\ School has l'eally affected
me. Oh. ho ho. Oh, ho ho. I'm all right no\\.
would be renuss not to express my appreciation to a
long list of people. For their skill and energy, for their
im·aluable suggestions. I want to thank.... They seem to
be very insistent on not ha\ing their names <Usclosed. J
don't know why. They have nothing to be a:>hamed of. 1
only want to say I owe my peace of mind to .... They are
very emphatic. Thanks anyway, people.
What are my plans now that 1 am graduating New
York La\\ School, probably the besl law school in the
country. you ask? ru tell you.
Anyone need a ·will done? Se1;ously, I have compete
confidence in my ability to find legal work. This July I am
going to take the New Jersey Bcu· Exam for the first time.
And l ha\·e an offer to go to North Carolina to look for a
job.
Now maybe I can tell you that joke. It always gets a
lot of laughs. I tlied to tell it to Dial-a.Joke, but Morty
Gunty went on.
Okay. Here is the joke. You have to ask me if I've seen
Beatlemania.
Have I seen Beatlemania? No, I couldn't go. But I
found someone who looks like me and sounds like me and
he went to see it.
Now I feel better.
-Richard Grant
Associate Editor
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Women's Caucus

SBA President's Message

SexisDl: NYLS Style

by Lindaay Roaenberg
The past year has been a good one for the Student Bar Association. Several advances
ha~e. been made and a wider range of activities were sponsored by the SBA. Many
indivtd~ _helped make what could have been a difficult job, a satisfying and enjoyable
one; adnurustrators, faculty members, and students alike. Special mention and thanks
must go to Dean Shapiro for his support and friendship throughout my law school career,
and the~ goes for~ ~am, Lippman and Graham... And of course, Tony Scanlon!
Vera S~l~van and Lucille Hillman have both been extremely pleasant to work with and
NYLS IS mdeed fortunate to have them on the staff.
Of coun:e the Third Y.ear Back of the Roomers deserve much credit, for making law
school an enJoyable expenence and for the friendships which will undoubtedly survive.
And I would be remiss if I left out thanks to the SBA officers, who made this year's SBA
the success it was; Christa Hoeher, Secretary; John J. Reddy Jr., Treasurer; Wendy
Grossman, ABA/LSD Representative; and Ken Weitzner, Vice-president; and SBA
Reps and students who were helpful beyond the "call of duty," Susan Laufer. Martin
Brandfon, Stuart Pollack, Joe Leist,'Seth Friedland, Didi Reitano, Arnie Reinhertz, Didi
Shapiro, Gary Reiner, Jerry Weiss, Marci Feller, Andy Bronfman, Harry Katrichis, and
apologies to those whom I am inadvertantly leaving out...
...which. brings me to EQUITAS. Aside from being an increasingly credible tabloid,
t~ cooperation and aid given throughout the year meant a great deal to the SBA. Jonah
Triebwasser is not only a scholar but a fine gentleman as well. George Schwarz
Jon Sparks and the rest of the able staff: thanks for everything.
Please excuse my rambling but these particular people need singling out and I firmly
believe in giving credit when it is due! Thank you one and all for a terrific year and much
good luck and success to the next SBA administration. And once ag-clin I would like to
thank Groucho. Killer Bees, and the Samurcli President!

Graham on Grade Reports
<·mtf. trv111 page 1

from· posting, the Asst. Dean again reminded EQUITAS that "The only unfortunate part is that the faculty has voted it
down."
He did suggest, though, that even
greater speed could be added to the
processs, by the use of postcards. The
students would hand in self-addressed
postcards, "preferably typed, to have
complete anonymity, so professors could
not become llCqUilinted \\ith handwriting."
Before the grade rosters were sent to
Association Systems, they would be
transcribed onto postCill'ds, and ~
would save maybe a week."

As a possible drawback to the procedure, Graham noted the loss of confidentiality involved - "even the postman
knows the gr-.ade. '' Although he agreed that
most students would not be bothered by
that fact, he maintained that it would not
be possible to "get unanimity on the thing."
It would, "of course, mean extra work,·· for
somebody, which might be another stumbling block to its implementation.
He clid conclude on an optimistic note.
by :mggesting that the gr.ades for the
spring te1m would arrive in less time than
the fall te1m gr-ddes, since the professors
would not be under the pressure of
and
grading
papers
teaching
simultaneously.

Student Switches to Teacher
C:OIIf.ji'Q/11

p«ge 1

She also is interested in curbing nursing
home abuse, ending age discrimination in
employment, and mandatory retirement.
As for the clinic, Robin hopes to increase the number of placement agencies
and to work more closely \\-ith agency directors and supervisors. She wants to enlarge the guest speaker program. She \\ill
meet regularly and often with the students.

In summing up her feelings on the ~ub
ject of her faculty placement Robin said,
"I'm certainly very happy to have the job.
Geriatric law is something that I've been
interested in for a long time. I w~ hoping
to get a job in the e~rea to begin with. I'm
certainly he~ppy with the way things
worked out. J think the clinical program is
a really good one and I strongly advise
people to get involved in it, as a good way to
learn."

Letters...
cu11f ./lVIII page J,)

graciously. There was no evidence that
dishes were "grabbed away" before people
had a chance to finish dining.
Large ceremonial dinners of this type
charaeteristically have a number of
speakers. New York Law School was
privileged to have Mayor Edward Koch
make his first fonnal address as Mayorelect at our assemblage.
Perhaps because our class reunion was
incorporated into a larger function it
seemed less intimate than it might have
been had the Class of '72 gathered as a

separate body. However, it was most
heartening that so many people from our
class attended the dinner and had the
pleasure of keeping alive valued
friendships. Liaison with one's law school
and fellow classmates enhances the quality
of all of our lives. If there were any
criticisms about the dinner, I am truly
sorry. However, we must be assured that
any such quibbles will not affect our future
plans for bigger and better school
functions.

Congratulations to Harlan Moot Court Champ
John Schwartz
From Your Friends 1n Battling Section ·c·
Class ol1979-Day
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Very truly yours,
Audrey C. King

by Betty Walrond
The Women's Caucus ofNYLS held an \\omen. Laura Safer said that law students
open discussion last month on "Sexism at need to learn respect for the dignity of
New York Law School." The program, at- otnen; that will carry over into mteractlons
tended by eighty studenU! and professors, with clients. The panel members emphawas arranged in response to complaints a- sized that they sought to alter behavior not
bout the allegedly hostile treatment of thought. Jo'rank Albetta drew an analogy
women by some professors in class. Ac- with the ci\il rights movement and also
cording to student Vicki Lens, Prof. Jo- observed that some men who feel themseph Koffier stated that women's minds selves liberated see no reason to try to keep
were "flabby". and that women were not alert to sexist attitudes.
The following specific suggestions
capable of standing up for their rights.
Three women walked out of class in re- were made by panel members and others
sponse. Prof. Koffier explained at the dis- present:
cussion that he had challenged the women
1. If an offensive remark is made in
because he felt there had been a decline in class do not let it pass or laugh it off; speak
feminism at the school. Several women re- to the professor, then or later, individually
plied at the meeting that this was a pater- or in a group, or walk out.
nalistic attitude to take, and as a result of
2. Speak to members of the Women's
earlier efforts to change them, attitudes at Caucus for support.
the school seemed to improve.
3. Talk with other students.
The panel moderating the discussion,
4. Ask women professors for support.
Iris Danin, Susan Erda and Bettv Wal5. Write to the school newspaper.
rond of the NYLS Women's Cauc~. ex6. Write to the administration and
plained that they did not claim to speak for Board of Trustees.
all women at the law school. But because
The disc~--sion attempted to create the
some women are offended by repeated in- atmosphere of awareness necessarv to
stances of sexism, it is something of con- eliminate sexism. Reaction to the di~cus
cern to the entire school community. sion was mostly fa,·orable. Many were
Language is emphasized as a skill to be pleased that people had actually been listdeveloped at law school, and in law school ening to one another. something that hapsexism is manifest primarily in the use of pens too infrequently here, regardless of
language. Student Bella Weiss-Duckman the topic of discussion.
said that it behooves people training to become professionals to learn a vocabulary
UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT
appropt=iate for dealing with all their colWe now Cater Parties!
leagues.
Professors Sandra J ohn.son and Nancy
NYLS students
Erickson commented that sexism is as blatant among the male students as the prowelcome as always
fessors. Students are frequently overheard making insulting remarks about
women professors. In particular, according to Prof. Erickson, students more easily
accept a woman teaching Family Law, a
subject dealing \\ith •·women and children," than courses like Evidence and Conflicts. Prof. Richard Harbus remarked that
part of the problem was generational and
that professors needed to be enlightened
179 WEST BROAOWAY
by students.
Ken Weitzner said he thought that
JUST ROUND THE
much of the reaction was an over-sensitivity and Ted Hecht was disturbed at what
CORNER ON WEST
seemed to be an "armed camp" attitude.
Another student, Franco Forti, said that
BROADWAY BETWEEN
what is called sexism is usually just a sexual interchange which he believes accompWORTH AND LEONARD
anies any interaction between men and
women. Mary DiCicco agreed \\ith that,
and added that she did not feel she pen;onHard Uquor
ally had experienced any sexist treatment
at school.
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The point that it \\ill not be possible to
criticize judges for insulting remarks that
they make in the courtroom was r.rised.
Students responded that there is no easy
way to handle this situation but that dealing with it at school decreases the incidence
of sexism in the profession. Prof. Catherine Sullivan, as well as several students,
felt the underlying problem was a basic
lack of respect among the members of the
school community.
Judith Greene emphasized the praiseworthy aspects of the affinnative action
progr-clm. Dean Margaret Bearn replied
that admissions are "sex-blind" and even
though one-fifth of the applicants are women, about one-third of those accepted are
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At a meeting heiO In tne oest of journalistic: tredldon - with plenty of aplrtta EQUITAS held elections to fill the positions of graduating members of the editorial
board. The new board begins Its operations with lhlslssue.
With Jonah Triebwasser retaining the post of Edltor·ln.Chlef, the new members
of the board Include: Scott Batterman (with Joum~~llstlc: experience as an undergraduate at MIT), as News Editor; C4H;illa Blau and Unda Raw.an eharing the post of
Copy Editor; Lenny Ross, Production Editor; and Dennis Gegnon, Staff Photographer.
Remaining In their present positions will be: Dennis Stukenbroeker, Feature
Editor; Judith WaiOman, Alumni Editor; Peter Scheschuk, Buslnea Manager.; and
Jerry Weiss, Ad Manager.
The members of the outgoing board congratulate the new board and wish them
luck and continued succea.

- George Schwarz

